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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the following: 
Problem. For which Banach spaces X, Y is it true that the natural 
product map 
e X, y: P(X) &I IP( Y) + H’(X 63 Y) 
is surjective ? 
Here we denote by X 6 Y the projective tensor product of X and Y, and 
by HP(X) the usual Hardy space of X-valued analytic functions (for precise 
definitions, see below) on the unit disc D. Let us denote by wp(X) the 
closure of the polynomials with coefficients in X in HP(X). We denote by 
&y P(X) &I P(Y) + B’(X &I Y) 
the map obtained if we restrict Qx,y to polynomials. 
* Partially supported by the N.S.F. 
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It is easy to see that Q, y (resp. OX, y) is surjective if either X or Y is the 
space I, (resp. L, or any 9i-space). On the other hand, by a classical result 
due to Helson and Lowdenslager [HL] (for matrices) and Sarason [S] (in 
the general case) it is known that Q, y and QX, ,, are surjective if X= Y = l2 
or if X, Y are both Hilbert spaces. Indeed, in that case, the surjectivity of 
e X. y can be reformulated as follows: for any f in H1 with values in C, (the 
space of all trace class operators on I,) there are functions g and h which 
are H* with values in C2 (the space of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators) such 
that 
VZED f(z) = g(z) h(z). 
Moreover, (cf. [S]), one can select g, h so that 
and this forces g, h to satisfy pointwise 
for all t in the boundary T= i?D of the unit disc D. Actually, this result has 
a long history starting with the fundamental work of Wiener and Masani 
on the factorization of positive definite matrix valued functions. For 
matrices we refer to [WM, HL] and also to [He, L, De, S, Sz. F] for 
important related results. 
In [HP], this result is generalized to the case when C, is replaced by the 
predual of an arbitrary von Neumann algebra. 
It is a natural question to ask whether such factorizations of analytic 
functions are possible within the framework of ideals of operators acting 
between Banach spaces (see [Pi]) which are very often defined by some 
factorization properties. We show in this paper that this is indeed possible 
for a large class of factorization theorems which include the Sarason 
theorem as a particular case. 
Our main factorization theorem is proved using an idea which goes back 
to a paper of Page [Pa] where the Sarason theorem is deduced from the 
Sz. Nagy-Foias lifting of the cornmutant theorem applied to vectorial 
Hankel operators. We show that the same idea works in our more general 
setting. Since the lifting of the cornmutant theorem is crucial for this proof, 
we include in Appendix A a very simple proof from [CSl] of the special 
case which we use. 
We will show that the map &y is surjective whenever X, Y are Banach 
spaces of type 2 or whenever X*, Y* are of cotype 2 and satisfy some 
additional restrictive hypothesis. 
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With a supplementary assumption on A’, Y (uniform Hz-convexity) it 
follows that QX,y itself is surjective. This is satisfied if X= L , Y = L,, and 
2 < p, q < co. Thus we produce many cases when Q, ,, and d X, y are surjec- 
tive. However, this is not true in general. Counterexamples were recently 
constructed by 0. Kouba [Kl]. His construction yields a space X which 
is of cotype 2 as well as its dual X* but the maps QX,X and QX,X are not 
surjective. 
In the same direction, the examples in [BoP] yield an ym-space X such 
that the map QX,X is not surjective but we will show below that Q,, is 
surjective whenever X is an 9m-space (see the remarks after Lemma 4.3). 
To give the flavour of our results we start by stating two particular cases. 
Let E, F be Banach spaces. We denote by r,(E, F) the space of all 
operators U: E + F which factor through a Hilbert space, i.e., for which 




~~(4 = W Ml IIAII 1, (2) 
where the intimum runs over all possible factorizations of the above form. 
Similarly, we denote by Tf(E, F) the space of all operators U: E --, F 
which factor as in (1) with the additional property that A and B* are 
2-summing and we define (denoting by 7r2 the 2-summing norm) 
YZ*(U) = inf{x2(A) n2U3*)) (3) 
where the infimum runs over all possible factorizations. 
It is well known that r,(E, F) (resp. T:(E, I;)) equipped with the 
y2-norm (resp. yf-norm) is a Banach space. 
We can now state one of the main applications of our general factoriza- 
tion theorem. 
We denote by li’,(E, F) the space of all 2-summing operators from E into 
F and by l7,(E, F)’ the space of all operators U: E + F such that 
u* E l7*(F*, E*). We equip ZI,(E, F)’ with the norm ~~(a*). 
THEOREM. Assume for simplicity that F is reflexive. Let 0 < p, q, r 6 00 
be such that l/r = l/p + l/q. For any fin H’(T,(E, F)) (resp. H’(I’f(E, F))) 
with norm denoted simply by II f II r, th ere is a Hilbert space H and there are 
functions g in Hp(B(E, H)) (resp. HP(17,(E, H))) and h in H9(B(H, F)) 
6Qll93/1-5 
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(resp. Hq(17,(H, F)‘)) with norms denoted simply by jlgllP and llhlj, such that 
f(z) = h(z). g(z) for all z in the open unit disc D c @ and 
Ilhllq llgllp = Ilfllr. 
The general underlying principle is that for certain kinds of factorizations 
of operators between Banach spaces such as u = BA with A, B norming u 
as in (2) or (3) above, it is possible to factorize any analytic operator 
valued function U(Z) as a composition 
u(z) = B(z) A(z) 
with B(z), A(z) both analytic and still satisfying a natural norming condi- 
tion such as (4). 
In Section 1, we prove a general factorization theorem using tensor 
products which states more precisely the preceding principle and contains 
the two parts of the above theorem as particular cases. In Section 2, we 
formulate our result in an operator theoretic framework. 
In Section 3, we derive various more concrete applications of the general 
theorem. We also prove there that ox,* is surjective if X, Y are of type 2; 
for example, if X= L,, Y = L,, and 2 < p, q < co (cf. Theorem 3.1). 
In Section 4, we consider the special case when A’, Y are Banach lattices. 
We prove that 0, ,, is surjective if X, Y are both 2-convex Banach lattices. 
This includes the spaces C(K), L, or L, for 2 <p < co. We also obtain 
(Corollary 4.1) an extension of (*) above but with X@ Y equipped with a 
tensor norm y which differs in general (but is equivalent to) the projective 
tensor norm II 11 /\. In the case X= Y = E, we recover the Sarason result and 
Y = II II h . 
In Section 5 we extend the preceding result on C(K)-spaces to arbitrary 
C*-algebras, but we cannot prove (at the time of this writing) that Q,, is 
surjective whenever X, Y are C*-algebras; we leave this as a conjecture. 
In Section 6, we prove that if X*, Y* are cotype 2 and satisfy some 
additional assumptions then e, y is surjective. In Section 4, 5, and 6, we 
use generalizations of the famous Grothendieck theorem (sometimes called 
Grothendieck’s inequality) which says that if 1, Y are two C(K)-spaces the 
projective tensor norm is equivalent to the y:-norm. This goes back to 
[Gl]. Since then, many extensions of this theorem have been proved; we 
refer to [Pl] for a detailed exposition of these extensions to Banach 
lattices, C*-algebras, or algebras of analytic functions. 
Finally in Section 7, we apply our factorization result to prove that 
X 6 Y is complex uniformly convex when X, Y satisfy various assumptions. 
There are actually several competing notions of complex uniform con- 
vexity, which are not known to be the same (see [DGT, BD, E2, Ga, Xl). 
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As in [HP], we mainly use the notion of uniform HP-convexity 
(explicitly introduced in [Xl) which seems to express stronger properties 
than the uniform PL-convexity of [DGT]. 
We prove that if X, Y are both of type 2 and both uniformly convex in 
the usual sense then X6 Y has an equivalent quasi-norm which is 
uniformly H’-convex in the sense of [Xl. Moreover, some related 
inequalities show that X & Y is then of cotype q for some q < co. In par- 
ticular, if X=LP, and Y=L,, for 2<p,, p2<co, then LPI&L,, is of 
cotype q = max(p,, p2). Up to now, the only positive result in this direc- 
tion was the result of [TJ] for the case p1 = p2 = 2. (For negative results 
see [Pl, Chap. lo].) 
0. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 
Let X, Y be arbitrary Banach spaces. We denote by B, the unit ball of 
X and by B(X, Y) the space of all bounded operators from X to Y 
equipped with the usual norm. We denote by r,(X, Y) the set of all 
operators u: X+ Y which factor through a Hilbert space. This means that 
there are a Hilbert space H and operators A: X+ H and B: H + Y such 
that u = BA. We define y*(u) = inf{ IlBll II AlI }, where the infimum runs over 
all possible factorizations. 
We say that an operator u: X + Y is 2-summing if there is a constant C 
such that for all finite sequences xi, . . . . x, in X we have 
We denote by 7c2(u) the smallest constant C with this property and by 
n,(x, Y) the set of all 2-summing operators u: X-r Y. The space n,(X, Y) 
equipped with this norm is a Banach space. 
Let us denote by i,: Y -+ Y** the canonical inclusion. We will say that 
an operator u: X+ Y is a yf-operator if there are a Hilbert space H and 
operators u: X + H and w: Y* + H * both 2-summing and satisfying 
i,u = w*u. 
We define y;(u) =inf{n,(u) a,(w)>, where the infimum runs over all 
possible factorizations, and we denote by T:(X, Y) the set of all 
y:-operators from X into Y. 
Again, the space T:(X, Y) equipped with the norm y: is a Banach space. 
It is known for instance that if X and Y are both finite dimensional then 
r:( Y, X) can be isometrically identified with the dual of r,(X, Y) using 
the so-called trace duality 
vu:x+ YVu: Y+X (u, 24) = tr(uu). 
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We recall the definition of the projective tensor norm 11 11 h on X8 Y, 
VUEXO Y II4 h =inf{t IM ll.Yill), 
where the intimum runs over all possible representations of u of the form 
u = Cr= 1 xi@ yi, xi E X, yi E Y. We will always use the action on the left to 
identify tensors with operators. We mean by this that we will identify an 
element of X@ Y with the corresponding finite rank weak-* continuous 
operator 24: X* + Y. 
We denote by X 6 Y the completion of X8 Y equipped with the projec- 
tive norm. The resulting Banach space is called the projective tensor 
product of X and Y (cf. [Gl, G23). 
Let 1 < p Q co. We denote by 1; the space R” (or @” depending on the 
context) equipped with the norm (C lxil p)l’p (and max [xi/ if p = co). 
We now recall the basic definitions concerning type and cotype. We refer 
the reader to [MP, MS, Pl, LT] for more details. 
Let G= { -1, l}“, let p be the uniform probability measure on G, 
and let s,:G+(-1, l} be the nth coordinate. Let 16p<2<q<co. 
A Banach space X is called of type p (resp. cotype q) if there is a constant 
C such that for all x1, . . . . x, in X we have 
(0.1) 
(resp. 2 C-Q ll~~ll~)‘/~). 
We denote by T,(X) (resp. C,(X)) the smallest constant C for which this 
holds. 
Let (0,) be an i.i.d. sequence of Gaussian real valued normal random 
variables on some probability space (Q, A, P). (In particular 8, has mean 
zero and variance 1). It is known that if X is of type p or cotype q, then 
we can replace in (0.1) (or its analogue for the cotype) the variables (E,) 
by the variables (0,). In the case of p = 2, we need this formulated in a 
slightly different language. Let (e,, . . . . e,) be the canonical basis of R” or 
(@“). For any operator U: 1; +X we define 
Z(u)= i O,u(e,) 
II II 
. 
1 L2(Q, P; X) 
(O-2) 
It is then easy to check that if X is cotype 2 we have, for all n and all 
24: 1; + x, 
f%(u) 6 GW l(u). (0.3) 
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For any operator v: X + 1; we define 
f*(v) = sup(tr(vu)) U: 1,” + Xl(u) < l}. (O-4) 
By duality, (0.3) implies for all v: X+ 1; 
l*(u) < C,(X) q(u). (0.5) 
Similarly, one can prove that if X is of type 2 then for all v: X* + 1; we 
have 
I(v*) < T&Y) n2(v). (0.6) 
Hence by duality for all U: 1; + X* 
n2b) 6 T,(X) I*(u*). (O-7) 
These simple facts were first formulated in this way in [FT]. 
We use the following inequality due to Kahane (see [LT, p. 74)). 
If 0 < p <q < co, there is a constant K(q, p) such that for all finite 
sequences (xi) in an arbitrary Banach space we have 
II (I 1 EiXi 
. (0.8) L @.X) II 9 ~p(lrX) 
A similar result holds in the Gaussian case (this is originally due to 
Fernique, Landau, and Shepp): 
GKK(q, P) 1 eixi 
L,(P; X) II II 
. (0.9) 
Lp(P; X) 
Actually, the inequality (0.9) can be deduced from (0.8) and the central 
limit theorem. We also use the following known fact (cf. [MP]) for all 
finite sequences (xi) in an arbitrary Banach space and all p 2 1: 
(0.10) 
Let us denote by (e,) the canonical basis of 1;. Combining (0.6) and 
(0.10) we find for all operators U: 1’; + X 
We now turn to HP-spaces. 
(0.11) 
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LetD={z~~(~z~~1}betheopenunitdisc,andletT={z~@~~~~=1} 
be its boundary. We denote by m the normalized Lebesque measure on T. 
Let X be any complex Banach space. We denote by A(X) the Banach space 
of all the X-valued analytic functions on D which are bounded on D and 
extend countinuously to 6. It is well known that A(X) is nothing but the 
closure of A @X (or of the set of all polynomials with coefficients in X) in 
the space C(B; X) of all the continuous X-valued functions on 6. Of 
course, we equip C(D; X) and A(X) with the sup-norm. 
Let 0 < p < co and let f: D -+ X be analytic. Throughout this paper we 
denote 
Ilfll, = SUP (J Ilf(rz)ll p dm(,))la. 
O<r<l 
We denote by HP(X) the set of all analytic functions f: D + X such that 
Ilfll,< co. If 1 dp< co, the space HP(X) equipped with this norm is a 
Banach space (and only a quasi-Banach space if 0 < p < 1). 
We denote by BP(X) the closure in HP(X) of the set of all polynomials 
with coefficients in X. For convenience, we use this also for p = 00 although 
we have obviously Am(X) = A(X). If 0 < p < co, the space HP @ X is dense 
in BP(X). 
In general, HP(X)#ap(X) however, when O<p< co, we have 
HP(X) = fip(X) iff X satisfies the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. This 
is now well known; see [El, E2, GLM] for more references and related 
information on this property. 
We will sometimes use the notation Ilfll, for the norm in L,(X) of an 
X-valued function but there shall be no confusion. When necessary, we 
write instead 
Ilf II HP(X) 7 Ilf II Lp,cX)’ 
etc. 
We use several times the following classical fact which is proved using 
outer functions (cf. [Ho, p. 533): 
Let 4 be a non-negative integrable function on T. Then 4 
is the modulus of the boundary value of a non zero H’ 
function iff 
s Log b(t) m(dt) > -co. (0.12) 
We refer to [LT] for unexplained terminology and standard facts about 
Banach spaces, to [Pi] for operator ideals, and to [Ho, Pe] for HP-spaces. 
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We mention only that a map q: X -+ Y is called a metric surjection if 
11q11 < 1 and if q maps the open unit ball of X onto the open unit ball of 
Y. Equivalently, this means that the adjoint map q*: Y* +X* is an 
isometric embedding. 
Unless otherwise specified, all the Banach spaces considered below are 
complex Banach spaces. 
1. FACTORIZATION OF OPERATOR VALUED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
WITH CONTINUOUS BOUNDARY VALUES 
Let X,, X, be complex Banach spaces. For simplicity, we denote by B, 
(resp. B2) the set of all positive sesquilinear forms on X, x X, (resp. 
X,x X,) with norm < 1. Precisely, this means that an element 4 in B, is 
characterized by the fact that the map 
is linear in x, antilinear in y, and satisfies Vx E X, 4(x, x) 2 0 and 
vx, YEXl I&% VII G II4 Ilvll, 
and 4(x, Y) = KY, x). 
Throughout this section, we give ourselves two subsets 
KlCBl and K,c B2 
which we assume to be compact for the topology r of pointwise con- 
vergence of sesquilinear forms on X, x X, and X, x X,. Equivalently, we 
assume K1, K2 closed for that topology. Otherwise, we may replace them 
by their closures in the sequel and the results are still valid. 
Let B: (resp. Bi) denote the set of all the sesquilinear forms of rank 1 
in B, (resp. B,). Of course, the rank of a sesquilinear form on X, x X, is 
defined as the rank of the associated linear operator. Although this is not 
really essential, we assume for simplicity that there is a constant c > 0 such 
that for all finite sequences (xi) in Xj (j = 1 or 2) we have 
Whenever tl is a norm on X, Q X2, we denote by X, ~3~ X2 the space 
X, @I X2 equipped with this norm and by X, &I= X2 its completion, 
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Given KI , K, as above, we can define a norm y on XI 69 Xz as fdOwS. 
Consider 
Let 
U= i XiOyi with xi~X1, yi~Xz. 
i=l 
y(u)=inf sup I#( .) i,,, ( xz7 x, )“’ ,“:i2 (z Icl(Yi9 Yi))‘:‘}, 
where the intimum runs over all possible representations of U. 
This clearly defines a norm on X, 0 Xz. We give examples in Q 3. Note 
for the moment that if K1 = B: and K,= Bi then y is the norm y2 (of 
factorization through a Hilbert space), while if K1 = B, and K2 = B, then 
y is the dual norm y:. 
On the space A(X,) @ A(&) we introduce the following norm /?. 
Consider Fin A(X,)@A(&) of the form 
Let 
F= i g@h, with giE A(X,), &E A(X,). (1.1) 
i=l 
B(R=inf { f;; (x 4(giCz)7 gi(z)))‘.’ SUP (C $(hi(z)Y hi(Z)))“*] 
ZEb 
4EKl JleK2 
where the infimum runs over all possible representations of F. 
Note that by the maximum principle, the suprema over d in j?(F) are 
equal to the suprema over the boundary T= (ZE @ 1 jz[ = l}. 
Clearly, p is a norm on A(X,)@A(X,) and we have with the notation 
in (1.1) 
VZED Y C g,(Z) 0 hi(z) i B(F). 
( > 
(1.2) 
Hence, to every F we can (unambiguously) associate the function 
q(F): b + X1 0 X2 defined by q(F)(z) = C g,(z) @I hi(z). Clearly q(F) is in 
A(X, & X,) and we have by (1.2) 
IlqV’N ,4(X, c2+ (x-2) G P(F). 
Thus, we have defined a linear map 
4: Kf,) 08 4X2) +4X, @? X2) 
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with norm [[q[[ < 1. By density, q extends to a linear map from 
&Xl) 0s 4X2) into A(Xi @,, X,). 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let us still denote by 
the extension (by density) of the map q described above. Then q is a metric 
surjection. 
We use a duality argument and the Sz. Nagy-Foias theorem on the 
lifting of the cornmutant. This approach to factorization problems was first 
observed in the classical (i.e., Hilbert space) case in [Pa]. See also [Par]. 
We prove Theorem 1.1 by showing the equivalent statement that q* is an 
isometric embedding. To show that, we must show that, if N denotes the 
kernel of q, then any < in (A(X,) gfl A(X,))* with norm 1 which belongs 
to N’ can be defined by an element of the unit ball of (-4(X,) &,, ,4(X,))*. 
Equivalently (by Hahn-Banach) such a 5 must be proved to be of the 
form 
F-, cW9) 
for some q in the unit ball of (C(X, &,,A’,))*. 
Here and below if X is a Banach space we denote by C(X) the space of 
all continuous X-valued functions on T. 
We will need several simple facts recorded in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let E, c X,, E2 c X2 be n-dimensional subspaces and let 
u E E, ~$3 E2. Then for each E > 0 there are n-tuples (xi) in E, and ( yi) in E2 
such that 
Proof If u = XI; xi @ y; we claim that there are matrices (au) and (b,) 
corresponding to operators from 17 into 11 with norm < 1 such that 
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and such that the vectors xi = xi aijxjl and yi = cj b, y,! are respectively in 
E, and E,. 
Since (aV) and (b,) have norm 6 1, we have for all 4 on B, and $ in B, 
and 
1 ti(Yi, Yi) 61 Il/(Y,‘, Yi’,. 
I i 
This gives the announced result. To check the above claim, consider u as 
an operator from XT into A’,. Then let A: XT + i;t be the operator 
associated to C xj’ @ ej and let B: 1; + X2 be the one associated to 
Cej@ yj. We have u = BA. Now let S c I? be the subspace 
A(X:)n(Ker(B))‘. Since rk(u)<n we have dim(S)<n. Let P:ly+S be 
the orthogonal projection onto S and let us identify S with 1; for some 
d< n. Then we have obviously u = (BP)(PA) and the image of BP lies in 
E, while the image of (PA)* lies in E,. Expanding P as a matrix (and 
adding some zero entries if d < n) we obtain the announced result. Q.E.D. 
We will use the following well known consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem (cf. [Kw]). 
LEMMA 1.3. Consider compact sets T, and T2 and two arbitrary sets Y, 
and Yz. We give ourselves two mappings Y, + C( T,) and Y, + C( T,) which 
we both denote simply by x + 2. Let l: Y, x Y, + @ be an arbitrary function. 
The following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) For allfinite sequences (xi) in Y, and (yJ in Yz and for all ai 2 0 
and pi > 0 we have 
C aiBilt(Xi9 Yill 6~~~(~~~l~i~~~12)“2SUfi(~P~lLi~~~lz)Lli~ 
(ii) There are probability measures 1,) 1, on T, and T2, respectively, 
such that 
@Xl, x2) E Yl x y2 l~~~~,~~~14(~lf,l”d).,~lP,12d~~)1’2. 
Moreover, tf Y, , Y2 are Banach spaces, tf the maps x --, 2 are both isometric 
linear embeddings, and tf 5 is bilinear, then 5 can be extended to a bilinear 
form on C(T,) x C(T,) satisfying similar properties to (i) and (ii). 
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Proof: (ii) =S (i) is obvious. We sketch (i) =S (ii). Assume (i). We use the 
elementary identity 
Let K = T, x T2 ; we have 
Let C be the convex cone in C(K) formed by all the functions of the form 
By our hypothesis C is disjoint from the open convex set 
C- = (q! E C(K) 1 max(#) < 0}, hence (Hahn-Banach) there is a hyperplane 
which separates C and C-. By trivial scaling, we can assume that there is 
a probability measure A on K such that 
In particular, 
ve>o VXE Yl vye Y2 
I@, y)l<2-’ J (e2(a(t)12+ e-‘Ijqs)l’) dA(s, t). 
Let A, (resp. A,) be the probability measure image of I by the mapping 
(t, S) + t (resp. (t, S) --* s). Then we have 
15(x, u)l<2-’ ( e2 1 WI2 4(t)+@2 j 19(412 dd,(s) f > 
Taking the intimum over 8>0 we obtain (ii). 
Finally, the last assertion is immediate. Indeed, if (ii) holds 5 extends to 
a bilinear form of norm < 1 on H, x Hz, where Hi (resp. H,) is the closed 
subspace of L2(&) (resp. &(I,)) spanned by Y, (resp. Y,). Therefore, if P, 
(resp. P2) denotes the orthogonal projection from L2(Iz1) onto H, (resp. 
L2(n2) onto H2), then the bilinear form 5 defined on C(T,) x C(T,) 
by &xi, x2)=<(P1xI, P2x2) extends 5: and satisfies (i) and (ii) on 
CW,) x C(K2). Q.E.D. 
We also use two simple facts as follows. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let us define a norm p on C(X,) Q C(X,) and the space 
C(X,) (bfl C(X,) exactly as above. Let 
4: C(X,) 630 C(X2) + C(X, by X2) 
be defined exactly as the map q above. Then 
(i) A(X,) gflA(X2) can be identzjied with a closed subspace of 
w-1) 6fl CWd 
(ii) The map 4 is a metric surjection. More precisely, let F be any 
continuous function with values in a finite dimensional subspace of 
X, 0, X2. Then for any E > 0, there is P in C(X, ) Q C(X,) such that 
B(P) < supIE Ty(F(t)) + E and G(F) = F. 
Remark. By (i) we mean that the norm induced by C(X,) Gfl C(X,) on 
its subspace ,4(X,) @ A(X,) coincides with the b-norm as defined originally 
on A(X,)@A(X,). In other words, ,4(X,) gbA(X,) can be isometrically 
identified with the closure of A(X,) @ A(X,) in C(X,) gfl C(X,). 
Proof of Lemma 1.4. To prove (i) it suflices to show that any linear 
form of norm 1 on A(X,) O8 A(X,) extends to a linear form on 
C(X,) Op C(X,) with the same norm. This is an immediate consequence 
of Lemma 1.3. We leave the details to the reader. (Hint: just read the 
beginning of the proof of Theorem 1.1 and use the orthogonal projection 
from Ai onto H2(Ai) to obtain the extension of 5.) (Note that this fact (i) 
is quite general; it has nothing to do with the disc algebra.) 
To prove (ii), let F be as in Lemma 1.4. Since F takes values in a f.d. 
subspace of Xi 0, X2, there are an integer n and n-dimensional sub- 
spaces E, c X2, E, c X2 such that F(t) E E, 0 E2 for all t. Assume 
supr6 T y(F(t)) < 1. Then, by Lemma 1.2 and by Michael’s selection theorem 
[Mi], for each E> 0 we can find continuous functions t--f x,(t) E E, and 
t + yi(t) E E2 such that for all t in T 
suP f +(xi(t), xi(t)) ’ suP f ti(Yi(t)9 Yitt)) < l 
4cK1 I ~~LEKZ 1 
and 
F(t)=i Xi(t)Q vi(t). 
Then setting P=Cy xi@ yi, we have pin C(X,)@ C(X,), B(F) < 1, and 
d(p) = F. This proves the announced result. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.5. Let C= C(T). Note that the preceding argument implies 
that for any F in CO X, @ X2 and any E>O there is an P in 
C@Xx,@C@X2 such that q(F)=Fand ~(~)<(l+s)supIET~(F(t)). 
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LEMMA 1.6. Consider (Ker 4) c C(X,) Gfi C(X,) and (Ker 4)’ c 
(C(X,) Gfl C(X,))*. Then (Ker d)’ can be isometrically identified with 
CWl da,, x*)*. 
ProoJ This is immediately by duality from Lemma 1.4(ii). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We follow the argument outlined after the state- 
ment. Let 5 be in (Ker q)’ c (A(X,) @,s A(X,))* and of norm 1. Then c 
can be viewed as a bilinear form on ,4(X,) @I A(X,) such that for all finite 
sequence (xi, yi) in A(X,) x -4(X,) we have 
By Lemma 1.3 (with T, = K, x T and T2 = K2 x T) there are Radon 
probability measures A,, A2 on T x K, and T x K2, respectively, such that 
V(x, Y)EA(Xl) x 4X2) 
I& Y)I 6 (, 4(x(t), x(t)) 4(t, 4) j Il/Mt), y(t)) &(t, +I) 
If2 
. (1.3) 
This can be reformulated as a factorization as follows. Let i denote either 
1 or 2. Let Ai be the Hilbert space obtained (after passing to the quotient) 
by completing the set C(X,) equipped with the scalar product 
(f, g)=l d(f(th g(t))d~i(t, 4). 
By definition, we have an inclusion map 
Ji: C(X,) + Ai 
with /[Jill < 1. We denote by Hz(&) the closure of J,(A(X,)) in Ai. 
Then (1.3) equivalently says that < extends uniquely to a bilinear form 
F on H’(A,) x H2(A2) with IIFII < 1. 
Let us denote by Mi: Ai + Ai the operator of multiplication by the func- 
tion t + e”. The correspondence f + Mif is defined unambiguously for any 
fin Ji (C(X,)) and satisfies obviously 
IWif II/l{= Ilf II& 
Therefore, this operator extends to an isometry on Ai. The resulting 
operator is clearly unitary, its inverse being the multiplication by e-“. 
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It is easy to check that M,(J,(A(X,)) c JiA(Xi) SO that Mi(H2(&)) c 
H*(lJ. 
We will use the following two simple facts. 
Fact 1. If 4 E (Ker q)‘, then necessarily 
Yf, g) E HZ@, 1 x H*(l,) %Wt g) = ?(A M, g). 
Fact 2. If FE (C(X,) 6,a C(X,))* satisfies 
w g) E w-1) x CV2) &CL g) = E(f, 47) 
then necessarily [E (Ker 4)‘. 
We also make crucial use of the celebrated lifting of the commutant 
theorem due to Sz. Nagy and Foias [Sz.F], which we now state: Assume 
X1 and F2 are two Hilbert spaces which are subspaces of larger Hilbert 
spaces & and $*. Let Q, : 2, + @ and Q2: &*+X2 denote the 
orthogonal projections. Let U, : 2r + 4 and U,: $2 + $2 be unitary 
operators and let T, : X1 + Z1 and T2: %2 -+ X2 be contractions such that 
VnBO QiU;l,= T; (i= 1 or 2). 
( Ui is called a strong unitary dilation of Ti). Then for every operator 
T: Yi + Z2 such that TT, = T2 T there is an operator f: $ + $2 such that 
T= Q&> fu, = m, and II ‘i’ll = II TII. 
See Appendix A for a quick proof of the special case we use. 
Using the above two facts and the Sz. Nagy-Foias theorem, we will con- 
clude easily. Indeed, let Si: H’(&) + H’(&) be the restriction of Mi to 
H’(&) (Si is the shift on H’(1,)). We return to r associated as above to < 
(with 5 E Ker q) with IIrII < 1. Let us identify f with a linear operator 
E H*(L,) --f H*(I1,)* with IIrII < 1. 
By Fact 1 above, we have 
(l-4) 
where S,*: H*(A,)* + H2(A2)* is the (linear) adjoint of S2. 
Of course, H*(L,)* can be canonically @-linearly identified with the 
space H2(n,) (the conjugate space) and in particular H2(A2)* embeds 
canonically into L*(1,)*. 
Precisely, if ji: H’(&) + L*(&) and Pi: L*(&) + H’(A+) denote respec- 
tively the inclusion and the orthogonal projection, then j? : L*(&)* + 
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Hz(&)* is a projection and P,*: Hz(&)* +L’(&)* is an isometric 
embedding. 
The relations Si = PI M, , H2c1,1 = P, Mi j, and .S: = j,* Mz PT show that 
M, (resp. Mz) is a unitary dilation of S1 (resp. S,*). (In fact, it is clear that 
they are minimal dilations and they are strong dilations in the sense that 
S; = P,M’;j, for all n 2 0 and similarly for S,.) By the Sz. Nagy-Foias 
theorem (see Appendix A), for any r satisfying (1.4) there is an operator 
fI L2(Al) --f L2(#12)* which dilates r (i.e., r= j: 6,) with ll[ll = ][[I[ and 
(most importantly) satisfies 
Consequently, [ defines a bilinear form of norm < 1 on C(X,) @‘B C(X,) 
which satisfies the assumption of the above Fact 2. Hence, [E (Ker 4)‘. By 
Lemma 1.6 4 can be identified with an element of C(X, & X2)* with norm 
< 1. By restriction, [ defines an element q of A(X1 &,, X,)* of norm < 1, 
such that 5 =4*(q). By homogeneity, this shows that l/q/l < //q*(q)/ and 
concludes the proof that q is a metric surjection. It remains only to check 
briefly the above two facts. 
We first check Fact 1. 
Let us denote abusively z .f the function z + zf(z). Consider (f, g) in 
A(Xl)xNX2). Let u= (zf)@g-f@D(zg). 
Clearly, u E Ker q, hence if 5 E (Ker q)l we have c(u) = 0, which means 
equivalently 
5M g) = 5(f, zg). 
From this, Fact 1 follows immediately by density. 
We now check Fact 2. 
Let 4 in (C(X,)Bfl C(X,))* be such that r(zf, g) = r(J zg). Clearly this 
implies for all scalar continuous functions f$ in C(T) 
addi g) = 5k &s). (1.5) 
Thus, we can define a linear form 4 on the space C 6 (X, @ X2) as follows: 
vF=f~xi@yi with fioC, XiEXl, yiEX2 
we set 
tltF) = i cl(fixi7 lYi) 
1 
(where we denote by 1 the function taking the constant value 1). 
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Clearly, this definition is unambiguous. Moreover, the definition is made 
so that we have by (1.5) 
VFECQXIQCQX* m = ?cdm. 
By Lemma 1.4(ii) (and Remark 1.5), q is of norm < 11511 on the dense sub- 
space of C(X, @,, X,) where it is defined, hence it has a unique extension 
to a form q in the unit ball of C(X, gY X,)* such that g = nq. Of course 
this implies that 5 E (Ker q)l. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Assume 0 < p, q, r < CC and l/r = l/p + l/q. On 
I?“(X1)Qfiq(X2) we introduce the quasi-norm b defined by 
where the infimum runs over all representations of F of the form 
(and the L,, L, norms are relative to (T, m)). 
If p 2 2, q > 2, b is a norm and if r > 1, the natural mapping 
Q: I+‘(XJ &, Aq(X2) -+ l?(X, &I,, X2), 
is a metric surjection. 
In any case (for 0 < r < 00) for any E > 0 and any F in &‘(X, &,, X2) 
there is an element p in tf”(X,) 6,, Aq(X2) such that Q(E)= F and 
b@)W +&I IlFllr. 
Proof The fact that b is a norm if p 2 2 and q Z 2 is easy. That 11 Q II < 1 
if r 2 1 follows from Holder’s inequality. Let F be a polynomial in 
H’(X, GY X2) with IIFJI, = 1. Let E > 0. We wish to decompose F as a 
product F=$ .G with $E H’ and GE A(X, 6,, X,) such that 
~~~~~,~~G~~ o. < 1 + 2s. For p > 0, let F,(z) = F(pz). We can obviously find 
p > 1 such that 
IIFpllr< 1 +E. 
Then by (0.12), there is a 4 in H’ such that 
VZET l4(z)l= IV,(Z)) + E 
and 
&‘EHrn. 
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Let then @ = &‘F,. Clearly Q, E H”(X, &I,, X,) with I(@[[ m < 1. Therefore, 
we have 
F= (Fph,p = (@)I,, = hlp%,p. 
Hence we can write briefly F= + . G with IJ E H’, G E A(X, &I? X,) and 
This gives the announced decomposition. By Theorem 1.1, there is G in 
A(X,) @,s A(X,) with /3(G) < 1 such that q(G) = G. Then we have 
F=$ -q(c), and if $=$1$2 with $r E HP, ti2~ Hq such that 
~~~1~~p~~~2~~q= IIJ/II,< 1 +E (which is a classical decomposition of scalar 
H’ functions), then $r @I tiz defines a bounded multiplication from 
A(X,) GP A(X,) into fip(X,) &I>, 8q(X2), hence 
Remark. Using Lemma 1.3, one can prove that the y-norms all satisfy 
a form of injectioify. More precisely, let S1 (resp. S,) be a closed subspace 
of X1 (resp. X,), and let RI (resp. I&) denote the set of all restrictions to 
S, x S, (resp. Sz x S,) of the sesquilinear forms in K1 (resp. X2). Let us 
denote by 7 the norm defined on S, x Sz using x1 and & as we did above 
for y. Then 7 coincides with the norm induced on S, (81 Sz by X, @ X,. 
2. FACTORIZATION OF OPERATOR VALUED FUNCTIONS 
IN H” OR IN HP 
First, we wish to reformulate our results in terms of operators instead of 
tensors. 
Let E be a Banach space and let H be a Hilbert space. We assume H 
infinite dimensional and large enough so that every operator defined on E 
which factors through a Hilbert space factors through H. Let D(E, H) be 
a Banach space of operators from E into H equipped with a norm denoted 
by 6. We say that 6 is 2-convex if for all finite set (Pk) of mutually 
orthogonal projections on H we have 
We assume that if w E D(E, H) and TE B(H, H) then 
WQ) < II Tll a(u). (2.2) 
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Moreover, we assume 
3c>o such that for all u in D(E, H), 6(u)>cllull and 
6(u) = sup 6(PU), (2.3) 
where the supremum runs over all finite rank orthogonal projections P 
on H. 
Notation. Consider an operator u: E -+ H and its adjoint u*: H* + E*. 
Recall that H* is a Hilbert space which is antilinearly isometric to H. Let 
us denote by ,??* the Banach space of all bounded antilinear forms on E. 
For each 5 in E* we denote by F the element of E* defined by r(x) = r(x) 
for all x in E. 
Clearly the adjoint u*: H* + E* d e mes a linear operator from H into f 
E* which we denote by U*. (This is the analogue of the transconjugate of 
a matrix). We can then consider the composition ti*u: E --) E* and we have 
u*+)(Y) = (4x), 4Y)>. 
The space B(E, E*) of all bounded linear operators from E into i?* can be 
identified with the set of all bounded sesquilinear forms on E x E. We say 
that T: E + E* is positive if its associated sesquilinear form is positive, 
i.e., if we have T(x)(x) > 0 for all x in E. This implies symmetry, i.e., 
T(x)(y) = T(y)(x). We denote by B, the set of all positive Tin B(E, E*). 
Clearly every T of the form T= U*U as above is positive. Conversely 
(since H is assumed large enough) every positive T: E --, E* can be 
written as T= ii*u for some U. Indeed, we may introduce on E the inner 
product (x, y) = T(x)(y). After passing to the quotient by the kernel and 
completing we obtain a Hilbert space H, and a map U: E + H, with 
IId G II TII ‘I2 such that U*u = T. Then we can embed HI into H if we wish. 
All these facts are classical, cf., e.g., [Gl]. 
A linear form 5 on a subspace Vc B(E, E*) will be called positive if 
t(T)>0 for all Tin VnB,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 6 be a norm as above satisfying (2.3) and (2.2). 
The following are equivalent. 
(i) 6 is 2-convex (i.e., (2.1) holds). 
(ii) There is a family (ri)ipl of positive linear form on B, - B, such 
that 
VUED(E, H) 6(u) = sup(&(u*u))“? 
isl 
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(iii) There is a family of sesquilinear forms (t$Jiel on E* x E* such 
that if (e,J is an orthonormal basis of H* we have 
( > 112 6(U)=SUp 1 bi(U*ek, u*ek) I isl k 
(iv) There is a family of Hilbert spaces (Hi)icl and linear maps 




Proof. (i) G+ (ii). Let us denote by C the class of all operators T: E + ,!?* 
of the form T= 17*u for some u in D(E, H). Then for all T in C we define 
p(T) = So. 
This definition is unambiguous (indeed, if 6*u = U*v then Vxo Xllu(x)ll = 
IIv(x)II, hence by (2.2) 6(u) = 6(v).) 
Now, if tx is assumed 2-convex then for all T,, T2 in C we have 
P(T,+T,)GP(TI)+P(T,). (2.4) 
Indeed, we have that if T, = U:u, T2 = zi: u2 and T, + T2 = U*u, then 
VXEE Ib412= Ihb)ll’+ Ib2(xN12. 
Using an isomorphism of H and H@ H, we can find mutually orthogonal 
projections P,, P2, isometries j, and j, on H, and an operator T: H -+ H 
with (IT11 < 1 such that 
u = T[P,j, u1 + P2j2u2]. 
Therefore, the 2-convexity of y and (2.2) yield (2.4). 
Note that (2.2) implies that p is monotone increasing, i.e., 
O< T< T’=-p(T)<p(T’). 
Let V be the vector space B, - B+ . 
We define for all T in I’ 
p(T)=inf{p(T,)l -T,<T<Tl}. 
Then since p is monotone increasing we have p(T) = p(T) for all T>, 0. 
Clearly d is subadditive and by the first part of (2.3) @( 7’) =0 * T=O. 
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Therefore p extends to a norm d on V such that - T, < T< T, * 
jj( T) < p( T,). In that case it is known that (by Hahn-Banach) there exists 
a family of positive linear forms (ti),, I on I/ such that 
VTE V d(T) = sup l<i(T)I. 
isl 
(cf. [GK] or [WN, p. 543; I am grateful to E. Lacey for these references.) 
In particular we have (ii). That (ii) implies (iii) is easy: we write 
slightly abusively u = c u*(ek) @ ek, hence U*U = c u*(ek) 0 u*(ek). Each 
li corresponds by polarization to a symmetric sesquilinear form di on 
E* x E* so that 5,(x* OX*) = 4i(x*, x*) whence 
and (iii) follows (taking the assumption (2.3) into account). Finally 
(iii) =z. (iv) and (iv) * (i) are trivial. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.2. Let X, , X,, K, , K2 and y be as in Section 1. Let H be a 
Hilbert space with orthonormal basis (ek). Let (ez) be the biorthogonal 
basis of H*. 
For all U: X: + H of finite rank and weak-* continuous we define 
( > 
112 
d,(u) = sup 1 d(U*ek*, u*ek*) . 
4EKI 
Similarly, for all w: H -+ X2 of finite rank let 
In this way, we obtain 2-convex norms in the above sense (cf. (2.1)). 
It is easy to see that these definitions do not depend on the choice of the 
basis so that (2.2) and (2.3) hold for both 6, and 6,. Finally, we wish to 
record here an obvious reformulation of the definition of the norm y from 
Section 1. Consider T in X, 0 X2. Clearly T can be identified with an 
operator T: X: +X, of finite rank and weak-* continuous. Then we have 
y(T) = inf{b(u) 62(w*)}, 
where the infimum runs over all possible factorizations of the form T = wu 
with u: X: + H weak-* continuous and w: H -+ X2. 
We now formulate our factorization theorem in the language of operator 
ideals in the sense of [Pi]. We need to restrict ourselves to a certain kind 
of ideals, which we now describe. 
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Let X be a Banach space. We give ourselves a subset Z(X) of the set of 
all finite subsets of X We assume 
and also that there is a constant c>O such that 
XEX IIXII < c * (x} E Z(X). (2.6) 
Let H be any Hilbert space. We denote by 0,(X, H) the set of all operators 
A:X+Hsuch that 
and we set 
a,(A) = Jz;, ( zJ llAxll’)“*. 
We also consider another Banach space Y and we give ourselves a 
similar structure Z(Y). We then define D2( Y, H) analogously using Z(Y) 
instead of Z(X). We can then introduce the space Z(X, Y*) of all the 
operators U: X+ Y* for which there are a Hilbert space H, an operator A 
in 0,(X, Y), and an operator B in D2( Y, H*) such that u = B*A. 
We also define y(u) =inf{G,(A) 6,(B)} where the infimum runs over all 
possible representations. It is easy to check that the space Z(X, Y*) 
equipped with this norm is a Banach space included into the space 
Z,(X, Y*) of all operators factoring through a Hilbert space. 
Now the main theorem can be reformulated in a slightly different 
framework. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 0 < p, q, I < co with l/r = l/p + l/q. Then for every 
function f in H’(I’(X, Y*)) (with norm denoted by Ilfll,) there are a Hilbert 
space H and functions g in Hp(D1(X, H)) and h in Hq(D2( Y, H*)) (with 
norms llgllP and llhll,) such that 
VZED f(z)=h(z)* g(z) 
and 
IlAp VII, G Ilfllv 
Moreover, if r < co, we also have for almost all z in aD 
6,(&)) Wdz)) = W-(z)) 
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(where y(f (z)) for z in aD should be interpreted as the boundary value of the 
subharmonic function z --) y(f(z)) defined in D, and similarly for 6,( g(z)) 
and WG))). 
Proof: Let E c X be any subspace. We define then 
Z(E)= {.ZnEJJEZ(X)} 
and similarly for any subspace F c Y. Then we can clearly detine the 
normed spaces D r (E, H), D,(F, H) and r(E, F * ) exactly as above. We 
have then if q: Y* + F* denotes the quotient map, for all u in QX, Y*) 
Y(P I E) G Y(U). (2.7) 
We use ultraproducts. Let (E,), E ,,, be a net of td. subspaces of X directed 
by inclusion such that U E, is dense in X. Let U be any ultrafilter refining 
this net. Consider then Hilbert spaces H, and operators u,: E,,, + H, such 
that sup, 6,(u,) -K co. Let H be the ultraproduct of (IZ,) relative to U. For 
any bounded collection (x,) with x, E H,,, we denote by L(x,) the element 
of H determined by (x,). 
Let then Vx E E ux = L(u,x). Clearly, u is a linear operator from E into 
H, and the very definition of 6, shows that 
6,(u) < “,” 6,(u,). (2.8) 
We use this below. 
Let us denote by (EJiEI (resp. (Fj)jEJ) a directed net of f.d. subspaces of 
X (resp. Y), directed by inclusion and with union dense in X (resp. Y). 
We start by the case p=q= r= co. Consider f in H”(T(X, Y*)) with 
norm <l. 
For each 0 <r < 1, let f,.(z) =Jrz) so that f,.eA(T(X, Y*)). Let us 
denote by qj: Y* + I;i* the canonical surjection. Then for each iE Z and 
jE:Jand for ZED let 
We have clearly by (2.7) 
y(f Y(z)) < y(f,(z)) G 1. 
To lighten the notation, we denote simply the triple (i, i, Y) by the letter 
m and by M the set of triples. We set 
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Note that f, E A(T(& F,?)), hence by Theorem 1.1 (and Remark 2.2) for 
each E, > 0 there is a Hilbert space I-I,,, and analytic functions 
and 
k E 4DAf& Kz)) 
such that for all z in D we have 
and 
~,bn(z)) G 1 + EnI Kahn) G 1 + hll 
f,(z) =&n(z)* &l(z). 
We now use ultraproducts. We let i + co, j+ cc and r --) 1 and we 
consider an ultrafilter U on the set M of all triples m which refines the 
preceding convergence. We also assume that E, >O is selected so that 
lim U E, = 0. 
Let H be the ultraproduct of (Hm)msM relative to U (cf., e.g., [Pi] or 
[Pl, p. 1011). Clearly we can define for each z in D and for each x in X 
g(z) x = U&n(z) xl. (2.9) 
Clearly g(z) x is well defined (since x E Ei for all i large enough) and 
is a linear function of x. By the definition of 0,(X, H) we have 
6,(&)) G lim, 6,(g,(z)) G 1. 
Similarly, we define h(z): Y + H* = R by the formula 
VyE Y h(z) Y = w,(z) Y)* 
We have then again 6,(/1(z)) < 1. 
By Lemma 2.4 below, g and h are respectively in 
H”(D,(K H)) and H”(D,(K H*)). 
Moreover, we have 
<f,(z) x> Y > = (kl(z)* &(Z) x9 Y > 
F (&n(z) x9 hn(z) Y > 
(where the last duality is relative to H,,, and Hz), hence 
<f(z) x, Y > = li~im(.L,(z) x9 Y > = (g(z) x3 4) Y>, 
where the last duality is relative to H and H*. 
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Thus we have f(z) = h(z)* g(z) for all z in D and this completes the 
proof ofp=q=r=a. 
To prove the result for HP, we simply use the fact that for any Banach 
space Z, any F in HP(Z) can be written as F= f -4 with f in H”(Z) and 
4 in HP such that 11111, IlfllHm~Z~ = llf’llHp(z, (see (O-12)). 
Then, the proof is easily completed using the first part and the classical 
fact that 4 = dl& for some 4, in HP and some & in Hq such that 
l14211qllhllp = 11c41,~ 
Finally, to complete the last assertion note that we have 
Y(f(Z)) G 6*k(z)) W-G)), 
hence we must have the equality case in Holder’s inequality and 
IV-II, = llgllp Wll,. 
(2.10) 
Moreover, if r < cc we have by Holder’s inequality 
Hence by (2.10) we must have y(f(z)) = 6,(g(z)) 6,(/z(z)) a.e. on aD, which 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. The function g defined above is in H”(D,(X, H)) and 
similarly for h. 
Proof: All we need to show is that (2.9) defines an analytic function on 
D with values in 0,(X, H). 
Let gz denote the Taylor coefticients of g, so that 
gm= c cz-f with g; E D,(E,, H,,,). 
tZ>O 
Clearly, we have 
sup aI <sup d,(g,(z)) G 1+ &??I. 
n ZLZD 
Hence, if we define 
for each na0 we have by (2.8) a,E 0,(X, H) and 6,(a,)< 1. 
Let S,(z) = C;=. akzk. For any z with IzI < 1, we claim that 
4Mz) - xl(z)) + 0. 
(2.11) 
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Indeed, we have by (2.8) again 
hence by (2.11) 
which proves the above claim. 
This shows that g(z) is analytic in D. The proof for h(z) is similar. Since 
we already know that 6,(g(z)) < 1 and 6,(/r(z)) < 1 for all z in D, the proof 
is complete. Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We review below in subsection A, B, C, several situations where 
Theorems 1.1 and 2.3 seem especially interesting. 
A. Consider the case K1 = 8: and K2 = Bi in Theorem 1.1. Then 
y = y2 if we view yz as a norm on Xi @ X, by identifying any u in X1 @X, 
with a weak-* continuous finite rank operator I: X: +X,. We have 
y(u) = yz(ii) in this case. 
Similarly, we can take for Z(X) in Theorem 2.3 the set of all finite subsets 
Jc X such that 
and similarly for Z( I’). 
Then clearly 0,(X, H) = B(X, H), D2( Y, H) = B( Y, H) and F(X, Y*) = 
r,cx, y*1. 
We thus obtain one part of Theorem 0.1. Note that this case is trivial if 
either X or Y is Hilbertian. 
B. Consider now the case K1 = B,, K2 = B2 in Theorem 1.1. 
It is easy to check (with the same notation as in A above) that 
y(u) = y?(G) in this case. Similarly, in Theorem 2.3 let us take for Z(X) the 
collection of all finite subsets Jc X such that 
V(EX* c 15(x)l’~ l15112? 
XEJ 
and similarly for Z(Y). 
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Then we have obviously for any H 
and 
isometrically. Thus r(X, Y*) = T,*(X, Y*) isometrically, and we obtain the 
other half of Theorem 0.1. If both X, Y are Hilbertian, then r(X, Y*) can 
be identified with the trace class operators and D, and D, with the 
Hilbert-Schmidt ones. Hence we recover Sarason’s theorem, our proof 
reducing, essentially to that of Page [Pa] in this special case. 
However, if X or Y is Hilbertian, then T:(X, Y*) coincides isometrically 
with the set N(X, Y*) of all nuclear operators from X into Y*. If (say) Y 
is Hilbertian, D2( Y, Y) coincides with the set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, 
while D,(X, H) = n,(X, H) is all we can say if X is a general Banach space. 
As far as we can see, Theorem 1.1 is already new in this case. We can also 
generalize the Sarason theorem to the case when X and Y are of type 2 as 
follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. LetX, Ybeoftype2. AssumeO<p<co,O<q<co,and 
l/r = l/p + l/q. Then there is a constant C such that for any f in &(X @ Y) 
there are sequences (g,) in fip(X) and (h,) in fiq( Y) satisfying 
and 
Proof. Using the fact that HP. Hq = H’ in the scalar case with the 
accompanying metric statement, it is easy to reduce the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 to the case r 3 1. Hence we assume r > 1. We apply 
Corollary 1.7. Then all we need to show is that the b-norm associated to 
our choice of K,, K2 in this subsection (K, = B, , Kz = B,) is equivalent to 
the projective norm on ffp(X) @ fiq( Y). 
We now check this. Consider F in Rp(X) @ Rq( Y) with b(F) < 1. 
Then we have F = C gi8 hi with 
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By (0.6) and (0.9) this implies 
Hence by (0.9) again, 
G w, 4) Mq, 2) T2( Y). 
L2mwY)) 
Moreover, we have 
This shows that the projective norm l(F(( h of Fin AP(X) @Rq( Y) satisfies 
for some constant K depending only on p and q. Thus IlFll h < 
#Z’,(X) T2( Y) b(F) and we conclude as announced that fip(X) & fiq( Y) 
coincides with fiTp(X) 6 fiq( Y) with equivalent norms. By Corollary 1.7, 
this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
C. Consider now the case K, = B, and Kz = Bi. Then with 
the same identification as in Case A, we find y = x2 on X, @X2. The 
corresponding case of Theorem 2.3 is 0,(X, H) = n,(X, H), 02( Y, H) = 
B(Y, H) and r(X, Y*)=n,(X, Y*). 
Thus in this case Theorem 2.3 says that the Pietsch factorization of 
an element U: X+ Y* may be done through a Hilbert space in a way 
which preserves analyticity. Of course this is interesting only if Y is not 
Hilbertian. 
4. BANACH LATTICES 
In this section we consider the case when X1, X2 are both 2-convex 
Banach lattices. We first recall what this means. Let 1 <p, p’ < co with 
l/p + l/p = 1. 
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Let X be a complex Banach lattice. Let x,, . . . . X, be a finite sequence of 
elements of X. Then we denote by 
( > ! JXil * I’* 
the element of X which is the least upper bound in the lattice sense of the 
collection 
Indeed, it can be shown that this lattice least upper bound exists and can 
be viewed as a special case of a more general functional calculus on Banach 
lattices. We refer to [Kr; LT, p. 401 for more details on this. 
With this notation, X is called 2-convex if for all finite sequences (xi) in 
X we have 
(4.1) 
Of course it suffices to write (4.1) for n = 2. 
For instance, let X be a concrete Banach lattice of complex valued 
measurable functions on a measure space (S, C, v) with L,(v) c XC L,(v). 




defined above is simply equal to the function 
0 +(x lxi(w),y2. 
Let us assume, moreover, that there is a family W of positive measurable 
functions (weights) on (S, C) such that 
(4.2 1 
Then X is a 2-convex Banach lattice. Actually, the general case can almost 
always be reduced to this more concrete case. (For a precise statement see 
CLT, P. 251). 
Now let X,, X2 be two 2-convex Banach lattices. 
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We consider the set Cj (j = 1 or 2) of all operators T: Xj --+ H with values 
in a Hilbertian lattice which are lattice homomorphisms and satisfy 
1) TII < 1. Every such operator T induces a sesquilinear form 4: Xj x Xj + @ 
by setting 
4(x> Y) = (TX I 9). (4.3) 
Let Kj be equal to the set of all such sesquilinear forms. If X, and X, are 
both in the situation described by (4.2), (i.e., we have sets IV, and W, such 
that Xj satisfies (4.2) with respect to WI) then we can let Kj equal the set 
of all the forms {d,I w E Wi} defined by 
This alternate definition of Kj does not make any difference in the sequel. 
Since Xj is 2-convex, it is easy to check that for all finite sequences 
(X 1 , -7 x,) in Xj 
The latter equality is especially easy to check in the concrete situation of 
function spaces described above. 
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1.1 with the above specific choice of K, 
and K2. We find for all u in X, 0 X2 
where the infimum runs over all representations of u of the form 
Note that by (4.1) we have 
Y(U) G 1141 h * (4.5) 
Let us denote as before by Lp(Xj) the space Lp( T, m; Xi) and by Xj(12) the 
space of sequences (g,), in Xj such that the sequence 
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converges to an element of Xj which we denote by 
We equip Xj(12) with the norm 
(4.6) 
Then, as a consequence of Corollary 1.7, we have 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X,, X2 be two 2-convex Banach lattices. Consider 
0 <p, q, r < co with l/p + l/q = l/r. Then for any E >O and any f in 
I?(X, &I,, X,) there are functions (g,) in fiP(X,) and (h,) in @(X,) such 
that 
VZGD f(z,=f g,(z)Oh,(z) 
1 
and 
where the preceding infinite series converge in the space L,(X,(I,)). 
In [Kr], J. L. Krivine observed that Grothendieck’s theorem can be 
reformulated in the context of Banach lattices, as follows (cf. also [Pl, 
p. 981): if T: X, -+ XT is a bounded linear operator, then for all finite 
sequences xi, . . . . x, in X, we have 
where KG is the Grothendieck constant. It is well known and easy to prove 
that for all <i, . . . . t,, in XT 
Therefore, we can also phrase the Grothendieck-Krivine result as follows: 
Every bounded linear form 4: X1 x X2 + @ satisfies for xi E X,, yi E X2 
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If we identify 4 with an element of (Xi 6 X,)* then we can read (4.7) as 
This implies by Hahn-Banach 
VuEXlOX* 1141 h ~&Y(U) (4.8) 
(where y is as in (4.4)) so that by (4.5), y is equivalent to the projective 
norm on X, 8 X,. 
We now study the quasi-norm b defined on tfJ’(X,)@@(X2) in 
Corollary 1.7. 
With the particular choice of K,, K2 made in this section, we have for 
F in fip(X,) @ fiq(Xz) 
where the inlimum runs over all decompositions 
In [Bl ] (see also [B2] ), Bourgain proved a version of Grothendieck’s 
theorem for the disc algebra A (i.e., W*). This result implies in particular 
that if p = q = cc and if Xi = X2 = C, then the b-norm as defined in (4.9) on 
A @A is equivalent to the projective norm. 
We show below that if Xi, X2 are arbitrary Banach lattices, the 
equivalence of the norms b and II 11 h remains valid on A(X,) @ A(X,). 
It turns out that this is easy to derive from Bourgain’s result. 
THEOREM 4.2. There is an absolute constant K for which the following 
holds. If X1, X2 are arbitrary Banach lattices and if 
4: A(X,) x A(X,) + @ 
is a bounded bilinear form, then for allfinite sequences ( gi) in A(X,) and (hi) 
in A(X,) we haoe 
(4.10) 
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Proof: We will prove this theorem in several steps. By Bourgain’s result 
[Bl], we know that this is true if X1 =X, = C. 
Step 1. The theorem holds if X, = X, = cO. This follows immediately 
from Bourgain’s result and the fact that the space A(c,) (equivalently the 
direct sum in the sense of c0 of an infinite sequence of copies of A) is 
isomorphic to A (cf. [WI). Indeed, we observe that for any finite sequence 
g,, . . . . g, in A(c,) we have 
By Bourgain’s result, every 4: A x A + @ satisfies for all gi, hi in A 
where the suprema are respectively over cli and pi in C with C JclJ 2 < 1, 
C l/Iii2 < 1. Since A xA(c,), we can replace A by A(c,) in (4.12) then using 
(4.11) we obtain (4.10) with X, =X2 =cO. 
Step 2. The theorem holds if X, = I”, , X2 = I”, (finite dimensional I, 
over C) with the same constant K as in Step 1, hence with K independent 
of n and m. This is obvious by identifying 1; with the span of the first n 
vectors of the basis of c,,. 
Step 3. The theorem holds if Xi, X2 are arbitrary finite dimensional 
Banach spaces with a l-unconditional basis (i.e., Xi, X2 are f.d. atomic 
Banach lattices). Let (e,, . . . . e,) be a l-unconditional basis for Xi. This 
means that we can identify X, with CN equipped with a norm satisfying 
v(cri)3 (Pi) E c” 
(Vi = 1, . ..) n Iail < lpil) * IlC aieill G 111 Pieill. t4*13) 
Let us write x(k) the kth coordinate of an element x in X, so that 
x = C x(k) ek (and similarly for X2). In this simple case, the notation intro- 
duced at the beginning of Section 4 reduces to 
VX 1, . . . . X” E Xl (1 l.d2)1’2=F(~ l-dk)12)1’2ek. 
We use the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let g, , . . . . gn in A(X,) be such that 
(4.14) 
Then there are gk in A(Iz) and an operator V: A(IN,) + A(X,) with )I VII < 1 
such that V(&) = gi and 
(4.15) 
where we denote by 11 11 o. the norm in I”, . 
The proof uses outer functions via the following elementary classical fact. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let x be a positive continuous function on T. Then for each 
E > 0 there is a function C$ in A such that q5 -’ E A and 
VZET x(z) < lqqz)l <x(z) + E. 
Proof. Let us write as usual f,(z) = f(rz) if 0 < r c 1. Fix a number 
6 > 0. Let u be the harmonic extension of Log(x + 6) inside D. Since u is 
continuous on 6, we have U, + u in C(T), hence there is an r < 1 such that 
U-6<U,<U+& (4.16) 
Let ii be the conjugate harmonic function of U. Now let I++ be the outer 
function detined by 
I) = exp(u + iii). 
Then clearly $ E H”, $ - ’ E H” and 
VZED lW)l = exp 44. 
Hence if 4 = +, - e6 we have by (4.16) 
VZET (x + 6) < l*(z)1 4 e2’. (x + 6) 
and Q E A, 4 - ’ E A. Then Lemma 4.4 follows immediately by choosing 6 
small enough. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Choose E > 0 arbitrary. By Lemma 4.4 we know 
that there are &, . . . . #N in A such that 4,’ E A and 
vz~ T kW)l --E+ IgiM412)1’2~ IM)l (4.17) 
i 
607/93/l-7 
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for k = 1, 2, . . . . N. We then define 




VZET ; lii(z)(k)12 G 1, 
so that (4.15) holds. On the other hand, letting V: A(ZN,) -A(X,) be 
defined by 
VW, > ***> FN)) = c Fk#kek, 
we find using (4.13) that 
Then, using (4.17) and (4.14) and choosing E > 0 small enough we obtain 
)I VII < 1. This completes the proof since V( gi) = gi is obvious. Q.E.D. 
End of the Proof of Theorem 4.2. Using Lemma 4.3 it is easy to com- 
plete the proof of Step 3. Indeed given (g,) and (hi) as in Theorem 4.2, we 
find 
V,:A(zN,)+A(X,) and v,: A(Z”,) + A(X*) 
with II VIII G 1, II V211 < 1, and gieA(lL) satisfying (4.15) and such that 
V, gi = gi. We also find xi E A(/“,) with similar properties. 
Then applying Step 2 to the bilinear form 
(x7 Y) + d(VlX> V2.Y) 
we complete the proof of Step 3. 
Finally we have 
Step 4. The theorem holds in full generality. Passing to the biadjoint, 
we can extend 4 to a bilinear form on ,4(X:*) x,4(X:*) with the same 
norm. Recall that Xj is a sublattice of X,T* (see [LT, p. 41) and every 
element of X,+* can be approximated by a linear combination of disjoint 
elements. By Step 3, (4.10) is valid whenever gi (resp. hi) takes its values 
into a subspace E, c X, (resp. E, c X2) which is spanned by a finite collec- 
tion of disjoint elements. By a perturbation argument this implies (4.10) 
whenever gi, hi are polynomials. By density, the general case follows. 
Q.E.D. 
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2, we have by duality 
COROLLARY 4.5. If p = q = co, then the b norm defined in (4.9) on 
Rm(X1)@~ACO(X2) (or equivalently A(X,) is equivalent to the 
projective norm; precisely, we have 
IIF h <Kb(F) for any Fin -4X,)C3A(XA 
where K is the constant appearing in Theorem 4.2. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.6. There is an absolute constant C satisfying the following. 
Assume 0 < p, q, r < co and l/r = l/p + l/q. Let X,, X, be two 2-convex 
Banach lattices. Then for any F in &(X, 6 X,) there are sequence of 
functions (g,) in Rp(X1) and (h,) in fiT4(X2) such that 
and 
VzeD f(z)=f g,(z)@hh,(z). 
1 
If r 2 1, then the natural map 
(which has norm 1) is surjectiue. 
Proof: We first assume p = q = r = co. In that case Theorem 4.6 follows 
immediately from Corollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.5. To obtain the general 
case, one uses outer functions exactly as in the proof of Corollary 1.7. We 
leave the details to the reader. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.7. The preceding result applies for example if X, = LPI, 
X,=L,, for 2,<p,<c0, 2Gp,Goo, and also if Xl=C(K,), X,=C(K,) 
where K,, K2 are two compact sets. 
Remarks. (i) Clearly, Theorem 4.6 remains valid if Xi, X, are only 
assumed to be each isomorphic to a complemented subspace of a 2-convex 
Banach lattice; the constant C must then be allowed to depend on X1, X,. 
In fact, let us assume that X1 contains an increasing net of subspaces 
(Ei)ic 1 with Uip, Ei = X, and such that the spaces E, are uniformly 
isomorphic to 2-convex Banach lattices. We make a similar assumption for 
X,. Then Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.5 remain valid (for some constant) 
and hence Theorem 4.6 holds. 
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(ii) This is the case in particular if X,, X, are both Ym-spaces. 
(iii) We note in passing that by the examples constructed in [BoP] 
there exist Ta-spaces Xi, X, such that the natural map 
H2(X,) 6 H2(X,) -+ H’(X, 6 X,) 
is not surjective. Indeed, the examples in [BoP] have the RNP 
hence H’(X,) = A2(Xj) but X, @ X, contains c0 hence H’( X, @ X,) # 
fi’( X, @ X,). This remark shows that the preceding map cannot be 
surjective (although by the preceding Remark (ii), it is surjective if we 
restrict ourselves to A’ and fi’). 
5. C*-ALGEBRAS 
Let X,, X2 be two C*-algebras. 
For the following discussion, let us fix c1r, ~1~ 2 0 and /II, /I2 3 0 such that 
c(r + /I1 = 1, ~1~ + /I2 = 1. Letj= 1 or 2 as before. We denote by S(Xj) the set 
of all states on Xj (i.e., positive linear forms of norm 1). We define Kj to 
be the set of all sesquilinear forms 4 on Xj x Xj for which there is a state 
f in S(Xj) such that 
Qx, y E Xj dtx, Y) =fCajxY* + PjY*x)* 
For x E Xi, we denote Ixlj= (o(,xx* + /?jx*x)“2. 
Note that for any finite sequence (xi) in Xi, we have 
II(xJllK,= li(z lxil:)‘i’~ t ,. 4 
Let y be the norm associated to K, and K, as in Section 1. We can apply 
Theorem 1.1 in that situation. We note that 
QXE Xj IIIXlfllx,~ ILlI& 
hence 
Qx, E Xj lltxi)llK,~(~ llxil12)‘“~ 
so that we have 
VUEX,OX2 Y(U) G Ilull rr. 
Then Theorem 1.1 implies 
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THFOREM 5.1. Let 0 < p, q, r 6 00 be such that l/r = l/p + l/q. Then for 
any E > 0 and any f in p(A’, @ X2) there are sequences (g,) in fip(X1) and 
(h,) in I?(X,) such that 
and 
(where the L, and L, norms are with respect to (aD, m)). 
If we make the particular choice a, = /3i = a2 = fi2 = f then the non-com- 
mutative Grothendieck theorem, due to the author with some restriction 
and to Haagerup in full generality (see [Pl ] for details), ensures that the 
corresponding y norm is equivalent to the projective norm. But it is not 
clear to us at the time of this writing that the corresponding /%norm 
defined on A(X,)@A(X,) as in Section 1 is itself equivalent to the projec- 
tive norm. Thus we formulate a 
Conjecture. The natural map Rp(X1) 6 fiq(X2) + fi,(X, & X,)(r 2 1, 
l/r = l/p + l/q) is surjective if Xi, X2 are C*-algebras. For the com- 
mutative case see Remark 4.7 above. 
6. TYPE 2 SPACES AND DUALS OF COT~PE 2 SPACES 
We would like to replace the type 2 assumption on X and Y in 
Theorem 3.1 by the weaker assumption that X* and Y* have cotype 2. It 
is known that the failure of the A.P. can create serious complications in this 
context (see [Pl, Chap. lo]). However, another difficulty will appear 
which we will resolve by assuming a certain lifting property introduced 
below as property R,. 
We recall the notation G = { - 1, 1 }’ equipped with its normalized 
uniform measure p, and m denotes normalized Lebesgue measure on 8D. 
We denote by E, : G + { - 1, 1 } the n th coordinate. We will denote simply 
by L,(X) the space L,(G, p; X). 
We start by some preliminary background. Let X be a Banach space. 
Recall the notation (0.2) and (0.4). We recall several simple facts. The 
space X* has cotype 2 iff there is a constant C’ such that 
712(u) < C’,(u) for all u: 1; + X*. (6.1) 
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By duality, this is equivalent to 
z*(u) < C’712(u) for all 0: X* + Zl. (6.2) 
Moreover, if X* has a finite cotype it is known [MP] that there is a 
constant C” such that for all tl, . . . . 5, in X* 
(6.3) 
Therefore we deduce from (6.2) and (6.3) that if X* has cotype 2 then there 
is a constant C( C < C’C”) such that for all x, , . . . . x, in X 
(6.4) 
where we have denoted by C xi0 ei the operator v: X* + I’; defined by 
u(<)=C <(x,) ei, with (e,) denoting the canonical basis of 1;. Now, 
consider any p with 1 < p < co and its conjugate p’ = p/(p - 1). Note that 
1 <p’< co. By Kahane’s inequality (see (0.8) above) we know that for 
some constant K we have 
On the other hand, let us denote by N, the subspace of L, which is 
orthogonal to {E, ) n E N }, and by N,(X) its closure in L,(X). By known 
arguments (see [ Pl, p. 433) we have for all x1, . . . . x, in X 
Hence, by (6.5) and (6.4) 
(6.6) 
Let U: 2 -+ X be an operator between Banach spaces. We say that u is an 
fiP-surjection (resp. HP-surjection) if the associated map I: Ap(Z) + 
Rp(X) (resp. HP(Z) -+ HP(X)) is surjective. 
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DEFINITION 6.1. Let lx p < co. Let (E,) and N,(X) be as defined above. 
We say that a Banach space X has the lifting property R, (we say in short 
X has RJ if the quotient mapping Qp from L,(X) to &(X)/N,(X) is an 
AP-surjection. 
It is easy to see that X has R, if there is a constant C such that whenever 
fi, . . . . f, are in wp(X) and satisfy 
then there is a function Y in AP(Np(X)) such that 
lb+ yllHp(Lp(x),~c* (6.7) 
Using Kahane’s inequality (0.8) (or rather the dual inequality), it is easy 
to check that if 1 < p c q < co then R, =z- R,. We do not know if the 
converse holds. 
Using ideas from [Pl, Chap. 43, we prove 
THEOREM 6.2. Let p, q be such that 1~ p, q < 00 and let X, Y be Banach 
spaces satisfying one of the following assumptions. 
(i) p< 00, X has type 2, Y* cotype 2, and Y satisfies R,. 
(ii) 2 < p < 00, 2 <q < CO, X* and Y* both have cotype 2, X satisfies 
R,, Y satisfies R,, and either X or Y has the A. P. 
Then the natural mapping from BP(X) 6 fiq( Y) into Ar(X @I Y) is 
surjective if 
1 1 1 -=-+-< 1. 
r P 4 
Proof. We go back to the situation described above in Section 3.B. To 
deduce Theorem 6.2 from Corollary 1.7, it suffices to show that the b norm 
on jfp(X) @ fiq( Y) is equivalent to the projective norm if any of the two 
assumptions in Theorem 6.2 is satisfied. 
This will be easier to prove under the first assumption. So we assume (i) 
above, and consider Fin wp(X) @ gq( Y) such that b(F) < 1. We can write 
F as F=C g,@hi with (g,)(h,) satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). Using (0.8) and 
(0.11) we find for some constant K 
II II C&iLTi <K’ ffw.p(X)) 
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and on the other hand using (6.6) and R, in the form (6.7) for some 
constant K” there is Y in f?q(&( Y)) such that 
Using Kahane’s inequality (0.8) one more time we find by (6.8) that 




1 gi@hi < K’K”K(q’, p). 
flP(X) 8 I%(Y) 
This proves Theorem 6.2 in case (i). 
In the second case, we use the same argument as in [Pl, Lemma 4.81, 
but at each step we use the fact that R, and R, allow us to select analytic 
functions when necessary. Selecting the number 6 appearing in Lemma 4.8 
in [Pl] small enough we obtain the following: There is a constant K such 
that given any F in fip(X) @ n4( Y) with b(F) c 1 we can decompose F as 
F= W, + V, with 11 W, 11 h <K and 6( V,) < f. (This is where p 3 2 and q > 2 
are used). Iterating this construction, we can find a sequence W, , W,, . . . in 
ffp(X)@fsq(Y) such that jIW,ll, <,K2-“+’ and b(F- W,- +.. -W,)< 
2-” for all n3 1. 
Unfortunately, this does not allow us in general to majorize j/F/J h but 
only its nuclear norm N(F) which is defined as the infimum of (IF+ GIJ /r, 
where G runs over all the elements of w”(X) 6 fiq( Y) which have the zero 
operator as associated operator from pp(X)* into Rq( Y). 
Precisely, we obtain from the above decomposition only 
N(F) < 2K. 
However, if X or Y has the A. P. then Ap(X) or fiq( Y) also has the A. P. 
We have then necessarily G = 0 for all G as above so that N(F) = 11 FJI h and 
we obtain the desired conclusion, IIFII h < 2Kb(F), which allows us to 
conclude by applying again Corollary 1.7. 
To clarify the relationship between Theorem 6.2 and the Banach lattice 
case (Theorem 4.6), we state and prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.3. Every Banach lattice L such that L* is q-concave for some 
q c CO has the lifting property R, for every 1 < p < co. 
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Proof: Since (as remarked above) R, *R, it is enough to prove R,. 
Since L* is q-concave for some q < co, it is known (cf. [LT, p. 501) that 
for some numerical constant A, 
By duality this implies 
Then Theorem 6.3 follows immediately from the following. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let L be an arbitrary Banach lattice; then for 
in A(L) there is an analytic function @ in A(N,(L)) such that 
II . L 
any fly . . . . fn 
where K is an absolute constant. 
Proof: Again this is rather easy to derive from Bourgain’s results [Bl], 
as above for Theorem 4.2. Since the argument is similar and we do not use 
this in the sequel, we merely sketch the proof. 
First we observe that if L is one dimensional, then Lemma 6.4 reduces to 
one of Bourgain’s results in [Bl, p. 40-J. Indeed, let 0: L, + L,/H’ be the 
quotient map. By duality (6.9) is equivalent to 
vt ,, . . . . ~,ELJH’, 
there are ci in L, such that o(Ti) = ci and 
A simple proof is included in [BD] (see also [Pl, pp. 85 and 863). Then 
we observe that Lemma 6.4 holds for L = c0 or L = I “, . Indeed, the selec- 
tion of the function Y can then be done coordinate by coordinate using the 
one dimensional result, We can then extend the result to the case of a space 
L with a finite l-unconditional basis (e,, . . . . eN) using Lemma 4.3 above. 
The general case is then completed as for Theorem 4.2 using the principle 
of local reflexity. We leave the details to the reader. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we formulate 
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Conjecture. Every C*-algebra has the lifting property (R,) for 
l<p<m. 
The case p = cc might be more delicate than p < co. 
Concerning this conjecture, we should mention a result of [LPP]. Let X 
be a C*-algebra. Denote 
(x, = (x*x ; xx*)‘-‘. 
Then for all xi, . . . . x, in X we have 
where Ci, C, are absolute positive constants. 
7. COMPLEX UNIFORM CONVEXITY FOR 
SPACES OF OPERATORS 
In this section we use the preceding results and the ideas of [HP] to 
prove that in several situations the projective tensor product X, @ X2 
inherits certain properties of X1 and X2. For negative results on this 
question see [Pl, Chap. IO]. We start with the Banach lattice case. We 
use Section 4. Let 1 < q < co. A Banach lattice X is called q-concave if for 
all finite sequences x1, . . . . X, in X we have 
(C llxillq)““~ I(c lxilq)‘-‘1~3 
where (C Ix~/~)“~ is defined as in Section 4. 
A Banach space X will be called q-uniformly PL convex if there is a 
constant 6 > 0 such that for all x, y in X 
(llx11q+611yllq)1~q~ s Ilx+e”yll m(dt). (7-l) 
This notion was studied in [DGT]. In particular it is known that such a 
space is necessarily of cotype q. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let X1, X, be both 2-convex and q-concave Banach 
lattices (2 6 q < co). Let y be as defined in Section 4. Then X, 61~ X, is 
q-uniformly PL convex, hence X, 61 X, is isomorphic to a q-uniformly PL 
convex space and in particular is of cotype q. 
Proof. We use several facts. 
Fact 1. For all f in L, (here L, is L,(T, m)) we have 
(t~(o)l”+2*-“llf 4Wll4Ll)G IlfllL‘J. 
Indeed this is obvious for q = 2 and for q = 03 (with the usual convention) 
so this follows by interpolation. In particular, for all f in H9 we have 
(If(o + Z2-“llf -f(411y’9~ Ilf 119’ 
Let X be a Banach lattice and let H be a Hilbert space with an orthonor- 
ma1 basis (e,). We will denote by X(H) the completionof X@ H for the 
following norm V4 = 1; bi@ ei 
In particular, the space X(I,) has appeared already in Section 4. We will 
use below the space X(H*(l,)). We will identify an element of X(1,) with a 
sequence of elements of X in the obvious way. 
Fact 2. If 2 <q < co, if X is q-concave, then X(I,) also is q-concave. 
This is obvious. 
Fact 3. If X is 2-convex and q-concave, then for all f = (f,), in 
A*(X(l,)) we have 
Indeed, by 2-convexity we have 




1 llfnll:* = c If”(4l’ + 1 Ilfn -fn(o)ll: 
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hence 
(c ,,f”,, :z)‘/’ 2 ((c Ifn~~~12)q’2 + (c llf” -/,oll:)qi2)“q 
so that by q-concavity (7.2) implies 
Fact 4. Given $ = (#,),, in Xi(H’(1,)) and $ = (rj,),, in X2(H2(1,)) we 
have 
Indeed, this is a simple generalization of the following inequality valid for 
any Cri>O, XiEXl, yiEX2 
Now we prove Theorem 7.1. Precisely, we will show that given any 
function F in w’(X, &,y X2) with Taylor series F= Cn,,, z’b, we have 
(y(wJq + 23-2q~h)q)i’q G IIFII 1 (7.3) 
where /IF\) 1 is the norm of F in H’(X, &, X2). This implies Theorem 7.1. 
To show this let us assume that I)FJI 1 < 1. Then by Corollary 4.1 there are 
g,Efi2(Xl) h,,~ fi2(X2) such that we can view g= (g,) as an element of 
fi2(X,(12)) and similarly for h = (h,) with F(z) = C g,(z) @ h,(z) for z in D, 
llgll H*wl(b)) < 1 and llhll H*Lwh)) < 1. (7.4) 
BY Fact 3 above, this implies 
II g(o)ll &a, + 22-qll g - g(o)ll ij(&)) 6 II Al 4Hww 
IlWll4,,,,, + 2*-“llh -Wll&,2,,,,~ ~lhk~,w 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
Now we observe that 
F(o) = c g,(o) 0h,(o) 
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implies 
and on the other hand 
F-F(o)=Cg,~(h,-h,(o))+C(g,-g,(o))~~h,(o), (7.8) 
hence since 
ul= e-“[I+?“)-F(o)] h(t). I 




A = llgll X1(HWIV - NONI X@(/2)) 
B= llg- ~~~~llx,~~~~r~,,ll~~~~ll*z(~~~,z)). 
Hence y(ur) < 2’14’(A4 + B9)1’9. 
Therefore, by (7.5) and (7.7) 
y(F(o))9+22-92-9’9’y(u,)9 
G Il~~~~ll4,,,~,CIl~ll4H~~~,~r,,,l + z2-‘A9 
hence by (7.6) and (7.2) 
By homogeneity, recalling (7.4), we obtain the announced result (7.3). 
Q.E.D. 
Let X be a complex Banach space and 0 < p < 00 and 2 < q < co. We will 
say that HP(X) satisfies a radial lower q-estimate if there are constants 
C 2 1 and 0 < 6 < 1 such that for all increasing sequences 0 < T,-, < r, < . e. 
< rn < 1 and for all f in HP(X) we have 
> 
l/9 
II&II; + 6 1 IIf, -f,-,ll; G wfllp9 (7.9) 
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where we have denoted 
L(z) =f(rz). 
This definition is motivated by the results of [HP]. 
Obviously if (7.9) holds for allfin Ap(X) then it holds for allfin HP(X) 
since 
VfE HP(X) Ilfll, = lim t IlLlIp. 
r-1 
We will explain below the relationship of this notion to complex uniform 
convexity and we will discuss then the special case when C= 1 in (7.9). 
This is the reason we introduce two constants in (7.9) while one would 
have been enough a priori. 
If C= 1 then (7.9) is clearly equivalent to 
VO < r < 1 VfE HP(X) IILII; + 4lf-frll; G IISII”. P (7.9)’ 
Indeed, by a simple telescoping argument (recalling (f,), =f,,) (7.9)’ 
implies (7.9) with C= 1. 
We start by three simple results which aim at clarifying the meaning of 
(7.9) and (7.9)‘. 
LEMMA 7.2. If X satisfies (7.9) for p = p0 with 0 < p,, < co then it 
satisfies it for p such that l/p = l/p0 + l/2 with the same constant C> 1 and 
possibly a different 6 with 0 < 6 < 1. 
Proof: Let l/p = l/p0 + l/2. Assume f E HP(X) with IIf lip < 1. Using 
outer functions we can write f = gh with g E HPo(X) and h E H2 such that 
II gllpo < 1, II h II 2 < 1. Consider an increasing sequence rn of positive numbers 
0 < r0 < rl < . .. with r,, < 1. Let us define simply 
We have d,(gh) = d,(g) h,” + g,“-, d,(h) and f,.,, = g,oh,o. Therefore, by 
Holder and the triangle inequality 
c Il~,(f 111; G2q’q’ 1 IMdll~ + 1 ll~n(h)ll4 
> 
. 
Note that q 3 2 so that 
> 
214 
llh,,ll; + c lkfn(hNl4 
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We note that by our normalizations 
IlfrJl;G ll~,~II~Ilh,ll1:~~-‘~ll~~~ll~~+ ll~,ll:‘) 
~2-‘(llLT,Jl~+ llkJl4). 
Let 6 and C be as in (7.9) with p = p,,. Then we have for p = ( l/p0 + l/2)- ’ 
~2-‘C91~g~~~+2-‘llh1~~<2-1(1+C9)~C9. 
By homogeneity, we obtain the announced result. Q.E.D. 
Recall that a Banach space X is called uniformly convex if for each E > 0 
there is a 6 = 6(s) > 0 such that 
vx, yeB, llx-yll >E=> /I /I 
+y <l-8(&). 
The modulus of uniform convexity ax(c) is then defined as 
It is known (see [F]) that X is uniformly convex iff L,(X) is uniformly 
convexfor l<p<co. 
Then consider an X-valued random variable f defined on some proba- 
bility space (0, A, P) and assume that Ilfll,< 1 (this is the norm in 
L,,(sZ, A, P; X).) Let BP(&) be the modulus of uniform convexity of L,(X). 
Choosing x = E(f) (the mean off) and y =f we find 
By Jensen’s inequality 
IIUf )IlxG ly(f;+f)llp 
Hence we obtain 
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In particular, if fe Lp( T, m; X) we have 
Ilfll,G 1, Ilf4411p~~=> Ilfmlx~ 1 -q9. (7.10)’ 
We now consider the class of uniformly convex Banach spaces X for 
which there is a constant C > 0 and an exponent q < cc such that 
ax(&) 2 c&q for all E > 0. (7.11) 
If this holds, we will say that X is q-uniformly convex. 
The spaces which possess an equivalent norm for which they are 
q-uniformly convex have been characterized in [P2] by martingale 
inequalities. It is known (cf. [F]) that if (7.11) holds then for each p such 
that 1~ p <q there is a number 6 > 0 (depending on p) such that 
vx, YEX (ll.w+wvPq~ 
( 
lb + YII p + lb - Al p 1/P 
2 > . 
(7.11)’ 
Note. One can prove (7.11)’ first for p = q, then the case 1 < p < q 
follows from Corollary l.e.15, p. 76 in [LT].) 
To place this notion in the right perspective, we recall that if (7.11) holds 
then for any X-valued random variable f defined on a probability space 
(Q, A, p) we have (recall here 1 < p Q q) 
where 11 Ilp denotes the norm in L,(Q A, P; X). Indeed, choosing 
x = $(f(w) + IEj-) and y = f (f(w) - Ej-) and integrating (7.11) at the pth 
power we find 
since 
IIfcf+v-f,ll;+2-q~llf-YIl~~~-1(llfll;+ IIYII”) (7.13) 
IIYII G IlbU+ Em, 
(by Jensen) we deduce (7.12) from (7.13). 
The following result is easy to deduce from known results. For simplicity 
whenever f~ L,( T, m; X) we denote by f, the Poisson integral off, that is 
to say,f,(t)=f* P,(t), where 
P,(t) = 1 dn’ein’ and O<r<l. 
nez 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. If a Bunach space X is q-uniformly convex (2 < q < co) 
then for all 1 < p < q there is a number 6 > 0 (depending on p) such that for 
all f in Lp( T, m; X) and all sequences 0 < r,, < r, c . . . c r,, < . . . < 1 we have 
where the norm is the norm in Lp( T, m; X). 
Proof: We will actually show that (7.12) implies for f in HP(X) and 
O<r<l 
Indeed, since 




Hence, by (7.12) we have for all t 
IlL(t)llq+21-q~ j Ilf(s)-fi(t)ll”Pr(t-s)ds 
G s Ilf(s)ll p Pr(t-s) ds. (7.15) 
Integrating (7.15) with respect to t and using the Hiilder-Minkowski 
inequality (since p < q) we obtain 










Hence by Jensen 
607/93/1-E 
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i.e., 
A 2 Ilf-f?llp. 
Therefore (7.15) implies (7.14). Finally, we have frz= f, * P,, hence 
II f,zll, < II frllp, hence for any R such that 0~ R < 1, (7.14) implies (let 
R=r2) 
Hence 
llfRll;+2’-4 dlf -f17114< Ilf II4 P’ P’ 
llfi,~,ll~+~‘-~~Ilf,,-f,“-,II~d Ilf II4 1. P’ (7.16) 
and adding up the inequalities (7.16) we obtain Proposition 7.3. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. If a Banach space X is q-uniformly convex, then for 
any 0 < p Gq, X satisfies (7.9) with C = 1. 
ProoJ For 1 c p c co, this follows from Proposition 7.3 but applying 
Lemma 7.2 repeatedly, we can extend this first to $< p < co then to 
4 < p < co, etc., so that the result is valid for 0 < p <q. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Zf (7.9) holds for p 2 1 then X is of cotype q. 
Prooj We will actually show that X satisfies a variant of Paley’s 
inequality already considered in [BP], namely we show that there is a 
constant C’ such that for all f in HP(X) we have 
(1 llm”311~)“q G C’llf lIP’ (7.17) 
where we have denoted by p(n) the nth Taylor coefficient off on D. We 
simply observe that 
Ilfryfi,-,llp2 ll(f,-fr.-,I” (WI1 
2 (C - rf” 1) Ilf~2”)ll. 
Hence we may choose r, = 1 - l/2” and since 
r&-r~-,+e-‘-e-2>0, 
we must have 
Ilf,. -f,-,ll, 2 2-‘(e-’ - eA2) IljI~“)ll 
for all n sufficiently large. 
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Therefore, (7.9) implies (7.17). The fact that (7.17) implies cotype q is 
easy and well known, indeed for any fixed sequence of signs &k = f 1 and 
any sequence x1, . . . . x, in X we deduce from (7.17) 
Taking the &-norm of both sides with respect to (si, Ed...) we obtain 
and recalling (0.8) this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
We now show that the factorization theorems obtained in the preceding 
sections lead to some new results on the cotype of the projective tensor 
products as in Theorem 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let 1 < pl, p2, p < co be such that l/p = l/pi + l,@z. Let 
X,, X2 be Banach spaces such that the natural map Q: fiptp’(X,) &I 
apz(X2) + ffp(XI &I X2) is surjectioe. Assume that HP1(XI) (resp. HPZ(X2)) 
satisfies a radial lower q1 (resp. q2) estimate. Let q = max(qL, q2). Then 
HP(XI @ X2) satisfies a radial lower q estimate. Moreover, XI @ X2 has the 
analytic Radon-Nikodym property (in short, ARNP). 
Proof: Assume first that f = g@ h with g E wpl(X,), h E fipZ(X,) and 
l[gllp, < 1, Ilhllp2< 1. If O<r<sc 1, we have 
hence 
Il.&-f,ll,G Ilk-hII,,+ Ilgs-grllp,, 
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so that if 0 d ... <r,-,<I,< -.. 1, 
(c ll/,.-l..J:)l’q+ lI~,-~,J:,)l’q 
( > 
I/q 
+ 1 IIt?,“- gr.JI;, 9 
hence if X, and X, both satisfy (7.9) we have constants C, and C, such 
that the last expression is less than C,llhll,,+ Clllgllp, < C, + Cz. By 
homogeneity, this gives us the desired inequality when f = g @ h with g, h 
as above. By convexity, the same estimate holds if we have 
f=hBhn with c IIgnllp, IIMp, < 1. (7.18) 
Finally, since we assume that Q is onto, we know by the open mapping 
theorem that for some k > 0 every fin AP(X1 6 X,) with Ilfll, < k satisfies 
(7.18). Thus we conclude that X, @ X, also satisfies (7.9) for suitable 
constants. The ARNP is then an immediate consequence of (7.9). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.7. if X, , X, are type 2 Banach spaces and if X, (resp. X,) 
is q1 (resp. q2) uniformly convex then X, 6 X, is of cotype q = max(q,, q2). 
In particular, if 2 d ql, q2 < CO, we obtain (one more time) that L,, 6 L,, is 
of cotype q = max(q,, q2). Moreover, X, @ X2 has the ARNP. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 3.1, Proposition 7.3, and 
Theorem 3.6 (take, e.g., p, = p2 = 2 and p = 1). 
In the papers [E2, Ga, X], some new notions of uniform convexity 
adapted to the complex case were introduced. Following [X] we say that 
a Banach space X is uniformly HP-convex if for each E >O there is a 
number 6(s) > 0 such that 
Vf E HP(X) Ilfll,~l Ilf-f(o)llp~~=dlf(o)ll~l-s(~). 
This should be compared with (7.10)‘. 
The modulus of uniform HP-convexity can be defined as 
$‘(&I = i4 1 - Ilfkdll 1, (7.19) 
where the intimum runs over all f in HP(X) (or equivalently in AP( X)) 
such that Ilf lip< 1 and Ilf -f(o)llp>E. 
Note. The definition in [X] is slightly different but clearly gives an 
equivalent modulus.) 
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Let us denote by HP( T, X) the closure in Lp( T, m; X) of all the functions 
of the form C; =0 xkeik’ with xk E x. By entirely ClaSSiCal reSUltS, one can 
prove that a function f belongs to HP( T, X) iff its Poisson integrals define 
a function in RP(X) inside the disc. In other words, the functions in 
HP(T, X) are just the boundary values of the functions in AP(X). 
Let us now define what we mean by a Hardy martingale. This notion was 
explicited in [Gal, it was implicit already in [E2]. 
We consider the infinite dimensional torus TN and denote by t, the n th 
coordinate of a point t in T N. We denote by A, the a-algebra generated by 
(to, ?I, e--P t,) on TN. Let (52, A, p) denote TM equipped with its normalized 
Haar measure, and let (44,) be a sequence in Li(Q P; X) which is a 
martingale with respect to the sequence of u-algebras (A,),,,. We will say 
that (M,) is a Hardy martingale if for each fixed t,, t,, . . . . t,- i the function 
t-+M,(t,, t1, a.*, f”--l, t) (7.20) 
is in H’(T; X). 
Let d&f,, = M, - M,- 1 for n > 1, dM,, = MO. Equivalently we require 
that dM, satisfy 
s dM,(t,, . . tnwl, t)eik’m(dt)=O Vk>O. 
If the function (7.20) is always of the form x + eiry for some x, y in X, then 
(M,) is called an analytic martingale. In the sequel, Hardy martingales 
could be replaced by subsequences of analytic martingales (but we 
apparently cannot take just analytic martingales, see problem 8.6 below). 
In [X], Xu proved that a Banach space X possesses an equivalent quasi- 
norm which is uniformly HP-convex iff there is a constant C and q < 0~) 
such that for all X-valued Hardy martingales (M,) we have 
Here we assume O< p < cc and the norm 11 lip is the norm in 
L,(Q, A, P; X). Moreover, Xu proved that if (7.21) holds then X possesses 
an equivalent quasi-norm for which the corresponding modulus h(s) 
defined in (7.19) satisfies for some r < cc and K> 0, h(s) > KE’ for all E > 0. 
In fact, he proved that this holds for each r > q. (The case r = q is open.) 
These results are the analytic analogue of the results of [P2]. 
We can now clarify the relationship between (7.9) and (7.21). The 
following is an immediate consequence of the appendix of [GM] and 
known techniques. 
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THEOREM 7.8. For a Banach space X, the following are equivalent for 
2<q<co. 
(i) The space HP(X) satisfies a radial lower q-estimate (i.e., (7.9) 
holds). 
(ii) There is a constant C such that all X-valued Hardy martingales 
(AI,) satisfy (7.21). 
Proof Indeed, it is proved in [GM] that in distribution the increments 
of any Hardy martingale can be viewed as perturbations of functions of the 
form (fr, -f,,-,) for some suitable function f and a suitable sequence 
O<ro<r,< ... < 1. This yields (i) * (ii). To show the converse one can 
proceed via Brownian motion exactly as did Edgar in [E2]. Let (B,),,. 
denote complex Brownian motion starting at 0 defined on (Sz, A, p) and let 
T, be the first time when 1 B,I = r. Then the argument in [E2] proves that 
if (ii) holds then for any sequence 0 6 r,, < r1 < . . . < 1 we have for all f in 
zP(X) 
(, .F, Ilf(&,n)-f(BT,n-, ill:,(X))‘” d Cllf II HP(X). 
The implication (ii) * (i) then reduces to checking that 
Ilf,;-fr;m,II,~ IIf -fUb+,)ll,. (7.22) 
In essence, this is what is proved in the appendix of [HP]. The following 
argument for (7.22) was observed by B. Maurey and the author. 
It suffices to show for all 0 < r < 1 
Ilf -fA’< IIf(f(&JI” P’ P’ (7.23) 
Since the conditional distribution of BT, given that B, = reie is nothing but 
the Poisson kernel P,(t - 0) dt and since Brownian notion starts afresh 
after a stopping time, the right side of (7.23) is equal to 
s IIf(f(reiB)/lPP,(t-0)dBdt, 
hence by Jensen’s inequality 
21 ~~f(e.‘)-~f(reie)P,.(t-B)df?~~pdt 
= Ilf -fr211 ;. 
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Thus we obtain (7.23). Finally, by a homothety (7.23) yields if 0 ,< r < s < 1 
hence applying P, to the left side we obtain 
which proves (7.22). This completes the proof that (ii) + (i). Q.E.D. 
Remark. We can easily obtain a variant of Theorem 7.6 for the spaces 
r(X, Y*), 0,(X, H) and 02( Y, H) defined in Section 2. Namely, with the 
notation of Theorem 7.6, if HP’(Dr(X, H)) (resp. HP2(D2( Y, H))) satisfies a 
radial lower q1 (resp. q2) estimate, then HP(T(X, Y*)) satisfies a radial 
lower q estimate for q = max(q,, q2). In particular, uniform convexity (or 
superreflexity in the sense of [J] ) of 0,(X, H) and D2( Y, H) implies a finite 
cotype for r(X, Y*). See [Li] for related information. 
Remark. Let us say that a Banach space X is q-uniformly HP-convex if 
for some 6 > 0 it satisfies (7.9) with C = 1. Let Xi, X, be Banach lattices. 
Using a modification of the proof of Theorem 7.1, the reader will easily 
check, fo_r instance, that if Xj(f,) is qj-uniformly H*-convex (j= 1 or 2) 
then X, @,, X2 is q-uniformly H’-convex with q=max(q,, q2). 
8. OPEN PROBLEMS 
One of the main questions is to understand exactly in what generality the 
maps Qx,y and 0, y (from the introduction) are surjective. In particular, 
we ask 
Problem 8.1. If 1 < p < 2 and X= Y = L, (or /,), is Q, y surjective ? 
Also related is 
Problem 8.2. If 1 <p # q G 2, is L, 6 L, of finite cotype? If yes, is 
it uniformly PL-convex ? If yes, is it uniformly H’-convexifiable for 
O-cr-cm? 
Note that by Theorem 7.6, a negative answer to Problem 8.2 implies a 
negative answer to Problem 8.1. 
Concerning C*-algebras, we note 
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Conjecture 8.3. Let X1, X, be C*-algebras and let 4: ,4(X,)x 
,4(X,) -+ @ be a bounded bilinear form of norm 1. There is a constant K 
such that for all finite sets (xi, yi) in ,4(X,)x A(X,) we have 
where we denote 
,x, =(,.,;..*)1’2 
for x in X, or X2. 
This would be a combination of the C*-algebraic extension and the disc 
algebra extension of Grothendieck’ theorem (see [Pl, Chap. 9 and 
Chap. 6.d]). 
A related conjecture is 
Conjecture 8.4. If X is a C*-algebra, then A(X)* is of cotype 2. 
This would be a corollary of Conjecture 8.3, by known results. Of course, 
Conjecture 8.3 implies with Theorem 5.1 that ax,,x, is surjective, which we 
have already conjectured in Section 5. 
In connection with Conjecture 8.4, we ask 
Problem 8.5. For which Banach spaces X is A(X)* of cotype 2? 
This is true if X* is of cotype 2 (already a necessary condition) and if X 
satisfies the property R,. Note that X* of cotype 2 is not sufficient by the 
last section in [P3]. Similarly, if X* has cotype q and X satisfies R, for 
1 < p < co then (AP(X))* has cotype max(q, p’). 
There are many open questions concerning the various notions of 
uniform convexity discussed in Section 7. 
Problem 8.6. Does every uniformly PL-convex space have the analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property (in short, the ARNP)? Is it uniformly 
HP-convex (0 < p < cc )? 
It is known (see [E2, G, X] ) that uniform HP-convexity implies the 
ARNP, and even the super-ARNP in the sense of James [J]. 
Problem 8.7. Is the super-ARNP equivalent to the existence of an 
equivalent quasi-norm which is uniformly H p-convex for some or all p such 
that O<p< oo? 
See [X] for relevant information on this problem. 
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Problem 8.8. What is the exact relation between uniform HP-convexity 
and uniform H4-convexity for 0 < p < q < co? Same question for the 
corresponding moduli. 
Note that Lemma 7.2 (combined with Theorem 7.8 and Xu’s results in 
[Xl) gives information in one direction. Very recently, Q. Xu obtained 
results in the converse direction. 
The meaning of the inequality (7.21) is better understood when p = q. 
Indeed, if p = q, an argument in [P2] (cf. Theorem 3.1 in [P2]) can be 
easily adapted to show that X has an equivalent quasi-norm for which the 
modulus of uniform Hq-convexity satisfies an estimate of the form (7.11). 
However, it is not clear in general whether we can always take p = q in 
(7.21). Actually, this problem is open even for the usual uniform convexity. 
So we formulate a precise question. 
Problem 8.9. Assume that a Banach space X satisfies (7.21). Is there 
an equivalent quasi-norm on X for which the modulus of uniform 
HP-convexity satisfies for some K> 0, h(s) > Kzq for all E > O? See [X] for 
related information. 
Concerning the appendix, we suspect that there should be an extension 
of the Sz. Nagy-Foias theorem to a Banach space setting, perhaps the 
operators on a subspace of a type 2 space with values the dual of a sub- 
space of a type 2 space satisfy some kind of analogue of the lifting of the 
commutant. (See the note added in proof.) 
It seems also likely that our results can be used to develop a prediction 
theory for processes with values in a type 2 Banach space, but we have not 
pursued these ideas yet. 
APPENDIX A: THE LIFTING OF THE COMMUTANT 
We wish to indicate here a quick derivation of the Sz. Nagy-Foias lifting 
theorem in our particular case. The proof below appears in [CSl ] (we 
have adapted it to our situation). See [CS2] for related results. 
We return to the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.1. For simplicity, let 
E, = H*(A,) and E, = H*(A,). We have E, x E, c A, x A2 where /ii, A2 are 
Hilbert spaces and we are given unitary operators 
M,:A,-+A, and M,:A*+A* 
such that (for j = 1 or 2) itI, c Ej. We denote by Sj: Ej + Ej the restric- 
tion of Mi. 
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Let .?Jj= unaO M,:“(Ej). We assume that q is dense in Aj for j = 1 of 2. 
(This clearly is satisfied in our case.) Moreover, we consider a bilinear form 
g on E, x E, satisfying 
Then z extends to a bilinear form [ on A, x A2 with the same norm and 
such that 
V(x, Y)EA, x/i, Ew, x9 Y) = %(x9 M2 Y). 
Let us prove this. 
We always assume our scalar products to be linear in the first variable 
and antilinear in the second one. 
Then we equip E, x J!?, with the scalar product defined for (x, y) and 
(x’, y’) in E, x E, as 
<(x, Y), (x’, Y’)) = (4 x’> + (Y’, Y) + WY Y) + ax, Y’), (A.2) 
where the two scalar products on the right side are those of E, and E,, 
respectively. 
Note that llfll < 1 implies ((x, y), (x, y)) > 0 unless x = 0 and y = 0, so 
that (A.2) is indeed a scalar product. 
Consider the linear operator V: E, x S,(E,) + E, x E, defined by 
VXEE~ Vy’yEE2 V(x, S*v)=(S,x, Y). 
Then by (A.2) and (A.l) 
Ilk ~,y)W= Ilxl12+ Ilyl12+2~&% S,Y) 
= II(SlX, VN 
= II U-T S*Y)ll. 
Thus I/ is an isometry of E, x S,(E,) into E, x &. Therefore, there are a 
Hilbert space H containing E, x E, (equipped with the scalar product 
(A.2)) as a subspace and a unitary operator U: H-, H extending V. Then 
we can extend e to a bilinear form [ defined on PI x P2 as follows. Given 
n > 0, m >, 0 and x E AI;“( y E M;“(E,) we set 
ax, Y) = (U-“Wlx, O), UYO, M’;Y)), (A.31 
where the scalar product on the right is in H. 
Note that because U extends V, this definition is independent of the 
choice of n such that x E M;“(E, ) and similarly for m. Clearly 11 [II < 1 for 
the norm induced on 9, x P2 by n 1 x A,, hence [ extends by density to 
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A, x A,. By (A.2), [ extends g and the Hankelian condition is preserved; 
i.e., we have 
vx, Y)EA, x/i, EM x9 VI = %c% M* Y). (A.4) 
Indeed, this follows clearly from (A.3). Recapitulating, every z satisfying 
(A.l) with 11 PII < 1 extends to a [ satisfying (A.4) with I[[11 6 1. This gives 
the desired conclusion assuming II[II < 1 (and this suffices for our paper). 
but actually, if II[II = 1, the same conclusion can be derived by the 
preceding argument or can be deduced from the case IIFII < 1 by an obvious 
limiting argument. 
APPENDIX B: A DIFFERENT APPROACH 
After completing a first version of this paper, I found the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 which is sketched below. This alternate proof is based on the 
classical factorization of positive matrix functions on the circle (cf. [WM, 
HL, He]). It is simpler and does not use duality so that it works more 
generally for quasi-norms. (In a previous version of Appendix B I could 
only obtain that q in Theorem 1.1 is a surjection and not a metric one; I 
am indebted to 0. Kouba for showing me a modification which yields the 
constant 1. Related results of his will appear in [K2].) To sketch this alter- 
nate approach, we first simplify the setting of Theorem 1.1. We can assume 
that X, is a complex Banach space X and that X, is the “conjugate” space 
$ i.e., X equipped with the scalar multiplication 1. x = 1x. (For that reduc- 
tion we may take simply X=X, @ ZZ.) We will identify X08 with the 
space of all finite rank (@-linear) operators from X* into X which are 
0(X*, X) continuous. 
Let H be a Hilbert space and let u: H -+ X be any finite rank operator. 
We denote by F(H, Z) the set of all such operators. Then the adjoint u* 
(in the Banach space sense) maps X* into H* or equivalently x* into R, 
so that 6* maps X* into H (see Section 2). Thus we may consider uV* as 
an operator from X* into X (or equivalently as an element of x@R). 
Conversely every positive element of X@X (i.e., any element defining a 
positive sequilinear form on X* xX*) is of this form. 
We can easily reduce Theorem 1.1 to the following situation: we are 
given a norm 6 on all the spaces 9(H, x). We assume merely that if H, 
is another Hilbert space and if T: H, + H is bounded then 
@W G II TII 6(u). 
Then we define y on X0X as follows 
VUEX@Z Y(U) = inf(b(u) 6(w)), 
W) 
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where the infimum runs over all Hilbert spaces H and all factorization 
u = wO* with u and w in 9(H, 2). We observe that for all T in 9(H, X) 
we have 
y( TT*) = 6(T)*. WI 
Indeed, if y(TT*) < 1 then TT* = WV* with w, u, as above and 
6(u) =6(w) < 1. We have V{ E X* 
so that T* =S((w+u)/2)* with l[Sll d 1, and by (Bl) we conclude that 
6(T) < 1. This proves (B2) since the other direction is trivial. 
Let /3 be defined on A(X) @ A(X) as in Section 1. Assume for simplicity 
that y is a norm (as in Theorem 1.1 above). Then we can prove 
THEOREM. For any f in A(X @I,, R) with norm < 1 there is 7 in 
A(X) bfl A(F) with B(r) < 1 such that q(y) =J: 
Proof. It suffices to prove the preceding statement for a finite dimen- 
sional subspace E c X instead of X. (Note that for u in E@ E the y-norms 
computed relative to X or computed with 6 restricted to the E-valued 
operators are the same). Consider f in A(E@, E) with norm < 1. Then 
we can find a Hilbert space H and continuous functions t + u(t) and - 
t + w(t) on T with values in 9(H, E) such that f(t) = w(t) o(t)* and 
d(u(t)) < 1, 6(w(t)) < 1. 
Let u be any fixed isomorphism from E* into E viewed as an element of 
E@ i?. Then for any E > 0 we define 
@=ww*+&U. 
Let n be the dimension of E. We can view @ as a function on T with values 
in the set of all positive definite n x n matrices. Moreover, @ is uniformly 
bounded above and away from zero. Therefore, @ is factorable in the sense 
of, e.g., [He, Chap. XI]. This means that there is a bounded analytic func- 
tion F: D + B(Z;, E) with boundary values satisfying F(t) F(t)* = @(t) for 
all t in the unit circle T. Moreover, we can choose F outer (as a matrix 
valued function) and invertible (since @ is invertible) so that the function 
z + F(z)-’ is also analytic in D, and bounded. 
Now since wW* < @ we can write w = FS on the unit circle T for some 
operator valued function S(t): I;- 1; with ljS(t)ll < 1. Then we have 
f = FG with 
G = Sri*. (B3) 
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Note that y(W*w) < 1 on T, hence choosing E small enough we have 
y(Q)< 1 on T. By (B2) this yields 6(F)< 1 on T and by (B3) and (Bl) 
6(G*) < 1 on U. 
Now t --t F(t)-’ f(t) is the boundary value of the analytic function 
z -+ F(z)-’ f(z) so that G must be extendable analytically inside D. Thus 
we can conclude that f = FG with F, G analytic on D with values respec- 
tively into B(I;, E) and B(E*, I;) and such that sup, 6(F) sup, &G*) < 1. 
Translating into tensor product notation we obtain the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. If y and 6 are merely quasi-norms the same argument works 
with different constants. 
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